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CHAPTER ]

THE I^IORLDS THAT I¡lE IMAGINE:
POSITIVÏSM, FANTASY LITERATURE AND

THE IMAGINATION

ït is a truisn of this century that the authority of the rel-i-

gious traditions of western civilization have been eclipsed by the new

authority, science, with its mean offspring--posítivisn.1 The effect

of positivism, with its enphasis on objective facts and enpirical evi-

dence, has been to erod.e the currency of all that is non-enpirical and

non-verifiable, of much that eludes these categories and yet is appre-

hended through the imagination. Coevally, those engaged in the prac-

tical- application of the scientific method have perceived through their

experirnents in quantum mechanics and nicro-biology that once we attempt

to describe the constitution of sub-atonj-c particles, the rel-evance of

si-mple ernpirícal observation diminishes, for these particles have no

substance as rúre conceive it in tine-space " The very nornenclature of

quantum rnechanics can be recognized as metaphor--as an attenpt to bridge

the gap between the phenomena (the things that appear in Ìight), the

presuned. physical ttstuffrr represented in these appearances, and the

essential- processes which constitute these appearances but which are

not j-dentical with them, for the perceiving mind. fn the case of sub-

atonic particles, there are no appearances at all; only the imaginative

constructs of the scientist who is attempting to penetrate the essential

conponent of matter. Ironically, the main discovery has been that the

partiele, like an onion, has no centre, no essence in the material

1
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sense" In order to think about these things at al-I, the scientist nust

nake conscious use of the inagination" The implication of this is

that if, at the nost profound l-evel of modern physicsr experinentationt

conprehension can be had only through the deliberate employment of the

inagination, then this must apply to all things, to the comprehension

of those things thatttappear in lighttt and those that do not.

The recognition by critical scientists of the operation of the

imagination in their field nay eventually help to restore the eonscious

apprecÍation and enployment of it by soeiety at large" But in the

rneantine a reductive positivism holds the field and we must live r¡ith

the inplications of this 
"

Positivisn gained force through the erosion of the i¡estern reli-

gious traditions, and the languages and texts in which these l¡Iere ex-

pressed. When the western world grad.ually discard.ed the Judeo-Christian

trad,ition in favour of the proclanations of the sciences and the drive

to technological mastery, it d.id so in the first instance beeause the

language of the religious traditions accorded less and less with the

experience of society and its individuals of the wor1d., an experience

influenced if not controlled by the presuppositions of each era" hlhen

the biblical story of ereation r,ras deened unsatisfactory in light of

Darwinrs theory of evolution, the bible became increasingly unacceptable

as a whole. Those parts of the biblical story that were interpreted

as l-iteral statenents about the material world were abandoned as de-

ficient, and those parts pertaining to the non-empirical were ignoredt

being irrelevant to the agenda of positivÍsm. ltlhen the trad.itional

account of the world and its creatures was replaced by positivisn, it

vras a partial replacenent. In its search for a cl-ear and absolute
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criteria for truth, positivlsm does not concern ítse1f with the cogeney

and integrity the ol-d stories granted to society. Instead it nerely

provides its own fragnented descrÍption of the world wíthout producing

and articulating the necessary inplications of it for the religious,

netaphysical- and social constituents of hunan life. So the rnodern

person is faced. with two unacceptable situations. 0n the one handt

she cannot subscribe uncritically to the Judeo-Christian story, for

beyond the positivistic cri-ticism of the biblical tradition l-ies the

problern that the peculiar self-consciousness of the rnodern nind reveafs

about the biblical vision and al-1 visions: that they are horizons a

particular society subscribes to, but that they are not absolute.2

On the other hand, because the integrity and continued existence

of a soeiety is a function of the extent to which its nyths accord with

the experience of the society, positivisn is gravely d.eficient: it does

not tell- the whol-e story.3 By rejecting or ignoring the experience and

recognition of the non-verifiabl-e in human existence, positivisn denÍes

the insights of the hunanity that spawned it. The stuff that consti-

tutes what we call reality is apprehended by and through the imagination'

The positivistic view, denying the imagination while using a truncated

form of it, does not even hope to provide a cogent account of what

we term reality at all, Yet if the vitality of story i-n nodern l-ife

is to be restored, it wil-l- require thought, labour, and above al-l

a nevi and self-conscious herneneutie, an enterprise undertaken only by

the few.

The traditional stories that shaped our perceptions of r+orld and

provided the societal bond of shared meaning are no longer directly
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accessible to the critical self*conscious person, while the prevailing

myth of positivism Ís so deficient and removed fro¡nttrealitytt that it is

not fit to live wíth, A tension arises between the need to experience

aecord between oneself, society, the universe, and rrthat from which

words turn backrrr4 a need. satisfied through con¡nunal-l-y held myth, and

the absence in the positivistic view of a meaningful and coherent

account of world. for human beings to J-ive by" This tension is nade

nore extrene by the tendency of the nodern mínd to dichotomize that

which we call- reality ínto rrsubjectrt and rrobject.rr In dividing the

world into tr¿o distinct components, the perceiving subject eompletely

separated from the object rrout there,rr the prevailing modern view

fosters at the social ]evel- the espousal of individualísm, privatiza-

tion, and the mastery of subject over object as contemporary virtues"

Itle not only lack a shared and coherent nythos; rÀre actively seek its

opposite with our proclivity for fragmentation and pluralisrn in all

aspects of our lives. The accord that might be call-ed our heartrs

desire, an accord. nourished by an account of world that marries the

society and each nenber of it to the worl-d they are part of, further

el-udes us because of our peculiar self-conscíousness. Once it has been

adnitted that our attenpts at articulating the nature of rrrealityil are

always deterni-ned by the particular assunptions and perspectives of

our cultural and historical si-tuation, then all- attenpts become suspect.

There ean be no certainty about our universe or our place in it any

longer, only the recognition that all our nyths, our stories, including

those energing fron the scientific conmunity, are at best metaphors

that point to the unspeakabl-e wholeness. And at worst they are nothing.



The recognition that all our religious traditions are ultinately

metaphors that hope to approximate truth is afarning to those who crave

assurance. The response of some to this d.isquieting perception is to

reject it utterl-y and to retreat to the authoritarian assurances of

fundanentalisn or a wooden orthodoxy. The authoritari-ans insist on

their view being exclusively true, ignoring what the historical sense

teaches us, that our horizons are not statenents a'bout the truthr but

rather they Itexpress the values that our tortured instincts will- to

create.tt5 Even if their insistence that it is still possible to live

with the horizon of the Judeo-Christian trad.ition is acceptable, their

rejection of the historical-critical approach to that tradition leaves

it debased and impotent.

Others have found solace in existential- postures, affirming life

as it presents itsel-f in an effort to end.ure the possibitity of a uni-

verse that has no meaning, or else succurnbing to the denonic face of

existentialisur, nihil-isn. The l-atter are the ttlast mentr and- Itnihilistsrl

foreseen by Nietzsche, who either t¡go on willing for the sake of willing

. nastery for its own sakert'or else who rrsiurply use the fruj:ts of

technique for the bored pursuit of their trivial vision of happiness."6

The existentialists are alrare that our horizons are of our oÍin creation,

but they are either indifferent to this awareness, or it lead.s them to

a despairing relativisn that often denies that any of our horizons might

approach truth, in an effort to prevent themselves from hearing the

faniliar hollow sound. nade by the idol one has tapped.T

For those who can neither deny the historical, perspeetival

nature of our existence nor reject the possibility that the netaphors
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that constitute our tradi-tions nay approach truth, an alternatj-ve

response is to reconsi-der the operation of the inagination. In this

view, a r:niquely nodern one, the inagination is not some special and

distínct activity of the ni-nd" Rather, to borrow Coleri-dgers descrj-p-

tion, it is ltthe livÍng polrer and prime agent of all hurnan pereeption,

and . a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act of ereation

in the infinite T AM.ttB The shape and content of what we calltrrealityrr

is determined by the forrn of the inaginatÍon applied to the unrepre-

sented Itstuffrr that the imagination renders into appearances or

phenonena. The form taken by the inagination is j-nfluenced by social,

econornic, political and personal factors. Sometimes the forn taken is

daenonic and antithetical to life, such as that which resufted in the

Third Reich. At other times, the form of the inagination has been inte-

gral and life affirning, leading forth a shared tradition that provides

accord for the individual, the community, and their cosnos, as in the

biblical experience.

In an era of individualism, privatization and pluralism, there

is l-itt1e potentlal for a shared, life-affirming inagination to energe.

Tn the ancient and nedieval worlds, a shared irnagination and correspond-

ing myth came forth from the protracted process of a conrnunity held

memory and oral- trad.ition. Our d.iverse and isolated modes of living

tend to prohibit this development for our time, and the continuing influ-

enee of positivisn erodes the poteney of those traditions that still

survive by denying the foundations of those traditions, the operation of

the imaginatj-on. Despite this, the desire for an integral and cohesive

vÍsion of the cosnos and the place of human beings in it is still urgent.

fn fact, for the nodern more urgent" ltle need to experience accord

lrwithinrr and ttwithout,rr between the imagínation that inforns our
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perceptions and the tlrealitytt that we perceive. Our desj-re for integrity

must be net, despite the increasing difficulty of achieving this in our

daily l-ives, despite the critical awareness that meaning does not exist

independently of our imagination.

Although it is not possible for the modern critical thinker to

retreat to the eroded traditions of the past, the ways in which these

trad.itions satisfied the hunan need for order and integrity is instruc-

tive. The biblical inagination in particular is a potent exanple of

one that effects accord. both rrwithintr and trwithout.tr According to their

ancient sensibility, the heart was the location of thoughtr wil1,

tnenory, and above al-l- the place where God add,resses his ereatures, rrwhere

religious experience has its root, which determines eonduct.lr9 God

reveals his purposes for his creatures through the heart, granting them

comprehension of their world and their place in it. The heartr as it

operated for the ancients, emerges for us as a netaphor for what we call

the imagination. Through the notions of the biblical heart evolved a

perception of world that perrnitted no d.ivoree between the historical

and the transcend.ent, between the body and. spirit, nor between the j-n-

dividual and the group" At the heart of this perception is Godrs ongoing

disclosure of his purposes, a d.iselosure which decfares hunan beings at

home in the worl-d.f0 The bibl-ical lnagination, expressed and sustained

through narrative, tells the whol-e story of the connunityrs existencet

their cosrnos and their place in it. The holism and richness of this

imagination is such that the expectations of the heart, of the bibl-ical-

inagination, aïe net in the bibl-icaI experi-ence. This reciprocity is

necessary and inevitabl-e for a people who imagine their existence to

be one of covenantal relation.ship with the transeendent living Godt
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whose ongoing disclosure of himself in the reaf¡n of the mundane is

uttered in their testinony. In this d.ialogue, the heartrs desire for

wholeness and integrity is met.

In an inplicit response to the difficul-t situation the modern

inagination faces, there has energed a kind of literature dubbed

t'rnythopoeic.tr It is rnythopoeic in that it involves the conscious

intention of an artist to employ the language and structure of tradi-

tionally generated myths in a contenporary work" Northrop Frye has

called l-iterature rrthe direct descendent of mythologyrrrll recreating

the mode of thinking and imagining that first manifests Ítself ín the

metaphorical- use of Ìanguage and poetry. Col-eridge offers a potent

aecount of the operation of the inaglnation in creative endeavor. He

regard.s the imagination as either prinary or seeondary. The primary

imagination is the organ of all out' perceptionr one that operates

whether r¡re are conscious of it or not, The secondary inagination is

ttidentical with the primary in the kind of its agency' and differing

only in degree, and in the mode of its operation""12 Unlike the prinary

Ínagination, the secondary operates as a resul-t of the conscious will"

The nodes ín which the secondary inagination operates incl-ude the arts,

and of course literature, By insisting on the identical agency of the

pri-mary and second.ary imagination, Coleridge is saying that the creative

results issuing fror¡ the operation of the secondary irnagination are as

vital and significant in their inport as those things we perceive

through the prinary imagination. The primary and secondary irnaginations

both shape the phenomena frorn therrunrepresentedrrrl3 and are then, in

turn, re-engaged by the phenomena in a special unend.ing dialogical

process. Therefore our creations in the arts are powerful informants of
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our l-ives, as are our other creations, historical, social, politieal.

Granting that the secondary inagination operates in such a

nanner that our literary creations may be found to throw light upon the

rest of the wor1d we perceive, then mythopoeic literature, in deliber-

ately and sel-f-consciously enploying the style, language, and structure

of the ancient integral worl-dvierds, nay seek to satisfy our desire for

an existence that pernits accord between the expectations of the heart

and the experience of the world.. And literature, working fron imagina*

tion to inagination, urind to nind, provides a theatre where the sharing

of this accord becones possible. hiith each reader who has experienced

a piece of literature that satisfies our desire for an integral vision,

within the confines of the story, a conmunity of shared story is formed,

and an increasingly lost experience is recovered. The enjoynent of

rnythopoeic literature rnay not be a panacea for the tensions that pro-

hibit us from sharing a vital and integral worfdview, but such litera-

ture can help to create a situation where the possibility of shared

neaning is renenbered, and. the hope that our netaphors can approaeh

truth nay be kept alive.

The Lord of the Rings -trilo gy by J. R" R. Tolkien is such a

work.14 At the nost superficial- narratÍve level, the trilogyts struc-

ture recalls many of the rnotifs of traditionally generated myth, such

as the quest-hero, descent into the labyrinth, trial by ordeal, and the

hornecoming"l5 ïlithin this larger narrative franework, the inhabitants

of the world in which the narrative takes place have been given their

own nyths by the artist. In these myths, the civilizational- memory of

this region, Mid.dle-earth, is preserved, and. the meaning of current

events for the inhabitants is deríved from the fessons inplicit in
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their ancient traditions. The style and content of these stories are

d.iverse and tend to refl-eet the character and concerns of the various

Midd.le-earthian races who tell- them, although there is a great anount

of overlapping. Tn providing such a potent detail- for his fictional-

world, Tolkien has rendered. it rieh, substanti-al, and inviting, a vital

story-shaped world that compel-s the reader to believe in it.

The true significance of this feature of Middle-earthian exist-

ence emerges when we consider Tol-kients expectations for his trilogyt

and the nethod. by which he tried to achieve then, Tolkien nade the ease

in one of his critical- essaysl6 fot fantasy literature as a legitimate

artistic node for the disclosure of truth. He argues there that the

best fantasy literature operates in a manner sinilar to fairy tales and

myths: that it offers conprehension and insight to the reader when

taken unanalyzed, as a whole, through its cumulative effects" The mark

of the true fairy story is the inclusion of the sudden joyous turn of

events, the happy ending" At the nonent of such a turn it is possible

for the reader or auditor to glimpse truth, to glinpse that which

denies death and defeat.

The glimpse of truth Tol-kien wants to offer his reader is

resonant of the kínd of joy offered through the gospel story. Yet he

attenpts to stir this experience in his reader in a thoroughly pagan

setting. The crucial- elenent in rendering this experience successfully

is that the fictional world possessrtthe inner consi-stency of reality.rl

That is, the imaginary world must connand the readerts fictional belief

by being true to its own inner lar,¡s. The more dense and complex the

world imagi-ned in this way, the more compelling Ít will be for the

reader.
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, The inaginary construction of Middle-earth involves the creation

of a bod.y of nyths reflecting the civilizational nemory of the inhabi-

tants, so that the reader who fully enters the story is at the sane time

being persuaded to appropriate their nyths. Tol-kienrs ain in labouring

to create such a believable secondary world is to provide the necessary

context for the effect of his happy turns in the story. Yet in the

process of leading forth this world for the reade"rl7 h" allows the

reader to experience imaginatively a story-shaped world.

In attempting to rnake an irnaginary worl-d with the requisite

inner consistency of reality for the modern read.er, Tolkien overeomes

two latent d.ifficulties. One is the resistance to fantasy literature

that the positivistic prejudi-ces i"Ie assune the general reader to

possess fosters. The second problen is that of commanding the readerrs

secondary bel-ief, that is, the belief appropriate to the creations of

the secondary irnaglnation. Tolkien overcomes these problens by concep*

tualizing and detailing his imaginary world as fu1ly as possible at the

outset, while presenting the world in a manner whereby the reader can

lay clain to it.

In the trilogy these problens are overcome by Tolkien employing

an ironic strategy analogous to that of the ancient Greek w"iters.f8 He

first seduces the reader into entertaining the imaginative and the fan-

tastic in the prelininary sections, eliciting provisional commitmeht to

his fictional worfd. He then applies a strategy to the story that

literally produces--leads forth--the dense and conplex world of Middle-

earth. The strategy Tolkien eniploys to aceomplish this operates at the

l-evel- of what I designate here as therrsub-textrrtthe sequence by which

Middle-earth is presented to the reader, and the speeific eontent of
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that sequence. Middle-earth is nade to unfol-d before the reader in such

a way that the reader is led from the contemplation of one I s own to the

contemplation of the good, as these things are held in Midd.le-earth"

This sl-ow, careful and del-iberate construction of worl-d in the trilogy

is acconplished as nuch through the stories told by the Midd.l-e-earthÍans

as it is through the narrative events that forn the plot. The cumulative

understandÍng of worl-d in Midd.l-e-earth attained by the reader through

the deliberately organi-zed interplay between the stories of the Middle*

earthians and narrati-ve events offers the reader an experience of a co-

herent and integral story-shaped world, an experience that nay ín some

brief neasure satisfies the heartts desire for accord between the worl-d

we inagine and our living experience of it" Once we have left the tril-

oBI¡ the mernory of that experience nay be sustaining at those tines when

the clutter and deficiency of what is given in the modern leaves us

empty.

The use of irony and the inportance of Tol-kienrs strategy for

the successful- evocation of Middl-e-earth has been little considered by

his critics " However a snall- critical- literature has relevance to these

aspects of the trilogy, and these wil-l- be discussed in Chapter Twor fol-

lowed by a discussion of Tolkients agenda for fantasy literature as

developed. in ftOn Fairy Stories.rr Chapter Three will describe the strat-

egy of the classical authors, and the ways in which Tolkienrs strategy

is analogous to this, fol-l-owed by an explication of it in the Foreword

and Prologue of the trilogy" Chapter Four will focus on the strategy

of the sub-text, the interplay between narrative event and the presenta-

tion of myth, with some comrnentary on the character of the Middle-

earthian inagination.
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Throughout his life, Tolkien rernained a passionate and devoted

Cathol-ic. He was afso one of the finest linguists of his day in the

fiel-d of 01d and Middle English, and had nore than a passing acquaint-

ance with the classics. It is signÍ ficant that in The Lord of the Rings

the sane great streams that culminated in Christianity, the Hebraic and.

the Hellenistic, neet again as Tol-kien attenpts to orchestrate a sud.den

joyous turn for the reader. Tolkien sets forth a world where the imag-

ination of the inhabitants perceives the totality of their cosmos and

their place in it, It is an irnagination that takes account of pain,

suffering and defeat, while preserving the menory of that whieh gives

cause for hope. As in the biblical tradition, the Middl-e-earthian

imagínation tells the whole story, so that the aspirations and expecta-

tions of the heart correspond to the experience of that world. Tol-kien

leads the reader to this conpelling world by a strategy inforned by the

wi-sdon of the Greek thinkers, a wi-sdon that has continued to infl-uence

western thought. The extent to which Tolkien succeeds in granting his

reader a significant experience of a story-shaped world is due to his

enploying these two seminal- nodes of inagination for western civiliza-

tion. Tolkienfs trilogy satisfies a need peculiar to western society

because its structure echoes that of the Greek and bibl-ical inagina-

tions that shaped us in the beginning"
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TOLKIEN AND THE CR]T]CS:
THE ARTIST'S TNTENTTONS FOR THE LORD OF THE RINGS

The early reviews of The Lord of the Rinss oscil-l-ated between

the exuberant eul-ogies of C. S. Lewis and hl" H. Auden, and the scathing

rebuttal- of Edrnund Triilson. rrHere are beauties which pierce l-ike swords

or burn like cold iron; here ís a book that wil-l break your heart

good beyond hope, tt said Lewis in his review in Time and Tide. It was

this sort of stateurent that led ltlil-son to launch his attack on Tolkienrs

reviewers in ItOo Those Awful Orcs."2 l,tlilsonts review sparked a d.ebate

that was to last over a decade on whether the trilogy qualified as

rrliterature.rr In his review, !üil-son does not attack Tolkien, who he

claims never put forth any pretensions concerning the trilogy, but

rather those reviewers who compared the trilogy to Malory, Spenser, and

Ariosto. fn l¡iilsonrs opinion, the trilogy is nothing nore than an over-

grown fairy-tale (read frnot l-iteraturerr) and. a philological curiosity"3

He conplains that its terrors do not evokerrone trace of concrete

realityrrrwhile at the same time it suffers from anrrinpotence of inag-

ination.tt4 Clearly d.isliking fantasy literature, i,rlilson concludes by

sayíng that people who take the trilogy seriously suffer from a rrlife-

long appetite for juvenile trash.rr5

Over a decade l-ater, Burton Raffel- continues to question whether

the tril-ogy should be regarded seriously as rrlíterature.rr He rejects

the heart of l¡lil-sonrs critici-sm, finding the trilogy eninently worth

taking seríous1y, but he argues that it is not rrliteraturerr per se.

- 1/. -
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Raffel never defines literature in his essay, but in the course of con-

paring Tol-kienrs prose r,¡ith that of D. H. Lawrence, Scott Fitzgerald,

and Henry Mil-ler, it is apparent that byrrliteraturerrhe Ineans nodern

twentieth century novels. Such a conparison j-s inappropriate since

the tril-ogy does not belong to these genres nor does it aspire tor and

literature surely enconpasses nore than these forms " Raffel- admits

this, concl-uding his essay by saying thattrin broad.er terms than I have

here employed, accordingly, there is smal1 doubt that the trilogy is
Al-iterature and very fine literaturerrr" leaving the reader to question

the point of the essay.

The connon el-enent in both these reviews is that neither critic

considered the role of Tolkienrs intentions for hís story in their

assessment. The friendlier sid.e of this debate assumed. that The Lord

of the Rings is rrvery fine literaturerr but recognized that because it

appropriated many elements fron the western literary trad.ítion, it may

not be possible to assign it to any particular genre " Instead, several

critics, such as Robert Reílly, Gunnar Urang, Daniel Hughes, and 1,f. D.

Norwood, share the view that a more legitimate way to approach the tril--

ogy is in light of the authorrs ovm intentions for i,t, and that this

ean be ascertained by exanining his essay rrOn Fairy Stories'rl

Daniel Hughes says that the essay serves rras an apologia and

program of work of the nost anbitious kindfrT for the trilogy. The essay

is concerned with legitinating the genre of fairy storíes or fantasy

l-iterature by first dissociating then fron the many negative c'onnota-

tíons attached to them, and. then by showing that it is their potency as

stories, rather than their derivation from myth-ritual patterns or hj-s-

'borical event, that nakes then worth reading.
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ïn his essay, Tol-kien argues that the mark of the true fairy

story is the degree to which it can stir joy in the heart of the reader

or auditor through the device of therreueatastropherrrthe sudden happy

turn of events. He suggests that the joy one experiences through this

inaginative encounter nay point beyond itself and offer a sudden glimpse

of trund.erlying reatity or truth.tr8 Tolkien never deni-es that other

forms of l-iterature can offer such glinpses, but he does insist that

fantasy literature does this ItsupremeJ-y wel1rrr9 leading hirn to conclude

that it is the highest form of "¡ttr."10

fn countering the nany negative charges nade against fairy

stories, that they exist uainly for children, or aïe illogical and

lrescapi-strrrTolkien invokes his larger vi-ew of the worl-d of storyt

which includes both the on-going process of storynaking as wel-l as the

enduring stories that consitute our traditions. In this essay, his view

of story as it operates in human experience is conveyed through several

metaphors, likening the world of story to a Caul-dron of soup; a great

ideb; and a Tree of Tales. The metaphor of the tree in particular

suggests that storymaking is an ancient and continuous hunan activityt

and that a1l- stories are linked through the continuity of the process

itsel-f. In view of how ancient and prolÍfic this activity is, Tolkien

says one night feel

ft seems vain to add to the litter. l,tiho can design a ne\^r l-eaf?
The patterns frorn bud to unfolding, and the colours from spring
to autumn were all discovered long ago. But that ís not really
true. The Spring is, of course, not really less beautiful
beeause we have seen or heard of other Ïike events: like events,
never fron worldrs beginning to end the same events. Eaeh leaf
of oak and ash and thorn, is a unique embodiment of the patternt
and from some this very year may be the embodinent . though-,.,
countless oaks have put iorth leavesEr countless geRerations."*
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The inage of the Tree of Tales suggests the deep roots of storymakíngt

which reach down deeply into our collective history' As well it sug-

gests the continuity and integrity of all stories, and how eaeh gen-

eration lays clain to the tradition as it re-encounters and recasts

it that it nay be heard and appropriated. In preserving and reworking

old. stories as well as in creating new embodi-ments of the patternt

it is never rrvain to add to the littertt; on the contrary, the nulti-

plication of stories rrnay actually assist in the effol-iation and

nultiple enrichnent of creation."12

Tolkienls und.erstand,ing of story recalfs that understanding

of story given through the insights of redactj-on criticisn in biblical

studies.l3 This concept of story as trtrad.itions in processtr is mani-

fested in The Lord of the Rinss through the inclusion of a nythos

for the Middle-earthians that is reworked in

events by the hobbits.14

For Tolkien, storymaking is distinct

activities in its capacity to suggest rather

the audience, thereby respecting the freedon

greater extent:

the rrpresentrr narrative

from other creative

than inpose irnages upon

of the audience to a

Literature works fron mind to mind, and is thus nore progenitive.
It is at once nore universal and nore poignant. If it speaks
of bread or wine or stone or tree, ít appeals to the whole of
tneffiingsþ theffieas;þT each hearer will, give to them
a peculiar personal embodiment in his inagination.r)

By speaking to the whole of things, literature brings about a unique

commwrion between the artist and the listener, alJ-owing the listener to

bring something of her ohln experience to the images suggested by the

artist. In its universal aspect, a story invites a sharing of images
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by provid.ing a conmon element, something availabl-e to all who enter a

given work. In its partieular aspecto a story elicits some degree of

personal investnent from both the artist and. the fistener, allowing

each to rnake it their own and so deepening, ultimately, the import of

the story. At its finest, literature generates such semantic richness

through its suggested inages that these cannot be rivalled by the

dramatic or visual arts" By suggesting rather than ímposÍng inagest

l-iterature demands nore of its aud.ienee and yet yields nore" In ehar-

acterizing the operati-on of literature in this nanner, Tolkien inplies

that at any level, story ínvolves a sharing of rneaning that at the sane

time transcends an attempt to capture that meaning with definitive pre-

cision.

ülhen conpared to other creative endeavors, literature possesses

an apparently lirnitless scope for invention. Tol-kien cites the redis-

tribution of nouns and adjectives as an example. In literature, the

words Iíght, heavy, yellow and grey can be subjected to a trmagicrr that

can make heavy things light and turn grey stone into yellow go1d. hihen

literature is used to create the fantastic, the improbabl-e and the mar-

velous, rrnernr form is made; Faerie begins; Man becomes a sub-creator""16

The heart of Tolkienrs literary aestheti-c is his doctrine of

sub-creation, Tol-kien speaks as a Christian who und.erstands all things

as Godts creation, and that therefore even at their finest, hunan

ereative endeavors are nore properly called rrsub-creationsrtr since they

are dependent on our prior knowledge and experience of the primary

creation: lr\nre nake in our measure and d.erivative mode, because r¡Ie are

madec and not only nade, but made in the inage and likeness of a

17Maker.lr" He says that the mark of true fantasy literature is that it
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18nust possess the rrinner consistency of reality.rl

Anyone inheriting the fantastic device of hunan Ìanguage can say
the green sun. Many can then imagine or picture it. But that
is not enough. . To nake a world in which the green sun
will be credibl-e, command.ing Secondary Belief , rui1I probably
require labour and thought and.,will certainly demand a special
skill, a kind of el-vish craft.ly

In creating an imaginary world that renains consistently true to itself

the artist most nearly approaches the status of the primary creator.

l¡lhile all human creations can be termed rrsub-creationrrr taking pJ-ace

within the auspices of the primary creation, Tolkien prefers to reserve

the term sub-creation for works of fantasy because fantasy worlds

are more difficult to render credible, and are, therefore, a greater

achi-evement when successful.

Tol-kien emphasizes the necessity of a fantastic or Seeondary

world being richly portrayed, evocative, and consistent, comrnandi-ng

the literary belief of the reader. Yet the setting forth of sueh a

compelling world is only a prelininary for Tolkienrs true agenda,

which is to provide an experience for the reader that offers a glinpse

of underlying reality or truth, through v¡hat he calls the joyous happy

trrrn.20 The well wrought fantasy will arrest the reader through its

strangeness whil-e at the sane time whetting her desire. It will

recover through its inventiveness, and through presenting the famil-iar

in l-uni-nous settings, a cl-ear view of things usually seen through the

drab bl-ur of faniliarity: the freshness of colour, the potency of

words, the wond.er of living things,zf It can also offer a kind of

escape for the reader, fron al-I that ís raw, ugly and narrowly defined

in modern l-ife as wel-l as fron more literal- il-l-s such as hunger, thirst,

poverty, pain, injustice and death"22 Accord.ing to Tolkien, fairy
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stories provide a kind, of consolation for these, such as the satis-

faction of certain prinordial desires, such as talking with trees and

animals, or travelling to the stars unaided by device. But the

greatest consolation offered in fairy stories is the eonsol-ation for

death and defeat signified in the eucatastrophic turn. The joy offered

at the monent of this turn is rrone of the things fairy stories produce

extrenely wel-l."23 It is swift, unexpected, and miraculous. Tolkien

call-s it grace.

It does not deny the existence of dyscatastrophe, of sorrow and
fail-ure: the possibility of these is necessary to the joy of
deliverance; it denies (in ttre face of nuch evidence if you will)
universal final- defeat and in so far is evangeliumr giving a
fleeting gJ-impse of,Joy, Joy beyond the wafls of the world,
poignant as grief.<4

He goes on to say that any story that can produee a happy turn has

not altogether failed, but the potency of the turnr the peculiar

lifting of the heart is nost intense in a work of fantasy. In sub-

creative art lies an occasion for experj-encing rrpiercing glinpses of

joy, and heartts desire, that for a rnonent passes outside the frame,

rend.s indeed the very web of story and lets a glean cone through"'z5

The Epilogue to the essay reveals the impulse behind Tolkienrs

doctrine of sub-creation. In it he says that he has entertained the

notion of approaching the gospel story as an exanple of a successful-

fairy story. He says the gospels

contain nany marvels--peculiarly artistie, beautiful and moving:

'mythicalt in their perfect self-contained signifieance; and
among the narvels is the greatest and most complete conceivable
eucatastrophe. But this story has entered History and the
primary world; the desire and aspiration of sub-creation has
been raised to the Fulfil-ment of Creation. The birth of Christ
is the eucatastrophe of mants history. The Requrrection is the
eucatastrophe of the story of the Inäarnati on"26

This noving and artistic story is as well lrtruelr for Tol-kien in the
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sense of taking place in time and history. He find.s it fitting that

God has redeerned hÍs fallen rrnakingrr creatures by neans of a story

that contains all the essences of a fairy story. The Christian story

stands for Tolkien as the supreme parad.ign for storymaki.ng. It is a

confirmation that in creating a work of sub-creati-on, offering a potent

eucatastrophe for the reader, the artist is emulating not only the

creative activity of the prinary creator, but his redenptive activity

as well. The joy stirred. ín the reader by the happy turn has sone echo

of the good news of the gospel. rrThe Evangelium has not abrogated

legend.s; it has hallowed them, especially the 'happy ending'.u27 The

successful- sub-creator is the creature who most nearly approaches the

status of the Creator in whose image he is made, through engaging in

a creative activíty analogous to that of the Creator.

This rehearsal of Tolkienrs views on story and the proper end

of fantastic literature clarifies his intentions for The Lord of the

Rings, íf we accept the assertion that the essay serves as an apologia

for the trilogy. However, when we consider the aestheti-c inplicit in

rtOn Fairy Storiesrrr a tension energes between Tolkienrs attempt to

justify the efficaey of trfairf stori"esttand the cri-tical assumptions of

nodernity regard.ing the value and efficacy of literary art. Since it

is a central- assertion of this thesís that the trilogy offers a literary

experi-ence that responds to an urgent critical modern need, the fact

that the authorrs aesthetic does not respect the critical assumptions

of nodernÍty denands some attention.

Tol-kien himself begs i-nvestigation into his assunptions by

taking issue with Col-eridgets account of the operation of the inagination

and ftthe willing suspension of d.isbelief .rt Sone of Tolkienrs crities
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have interpreted Tol-kients aesthetic position to be identical to that

of Coleridge. The foll-owing discussion wil-l- demonstrate that this is

not the case. Yet in demonstrating the fundanental- d.ifference between

Tolkien and Coleridge, the intention is not to find Tolkien wanting as

a theorlst. Rather, it is out of respect for the critical- assunptions

of modernity and for The Lord of the Rings that Tolkienrs aesthetic

must be scrutinized. It will- be argued below that Tol-kien did not

provide a theoretically adequate account of why fantasy literature is

worth readingr Xet he wrote a text that is eminently worthwhile.

It is to redeem the trilogy for modernity that the following critique

must be incl-uded.

Norwood and Reilly28 hurr" identified the aesthetic implicit

intrOn Fairy Storiesttas Ronantic, and have l-inked it in particular to

Coleridge. Tolkienrs discussion of the operation of the imagination

employs the Coleridgian terms trPrirnaryrr and rrSecondaryrrr and he regards

the artist as being involved in a process analogous to divj-ne creation

that echoes Coleridge in the Biographia. This resenblance is quite

superficial when r¡e examine the views of both wrj-ters on the inagination"

Coleridge defines the imagination as Itthe living power and prine

agent of all hunan perception, and as a repetition in the finite nind

of the eternal aet of creation in the infinite I AM.tt29 The imagination

is either Prinary or Secondary, the latter rrco-existing with the con-

seious will, yet stil1 identical with the prirnary in the kind of its

agency, and d.iffering only in degree, and in the mode of íts operation"

.- Tt is essentially yitd, even as objects (as objects) are essenti-

ally fixed and dead.,,30 Coleridge lilas alnong the first post-enlighten*

nent thinkers to recognize the irnagination as !þe organ of perception"3f
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He called it esenplastic, that is, it shapes and unifies all that is

perceived. The phenornena, the appearances, are shaped. by the inag*

ination, which activity itself is a repetítion of the eternal act of

creation of the I AM. The Prinary irnagination performs this operation

unconsciously nost of the time, whereas the Secondary imagination

is an echo of the Primary, rrco-existing with the conscious t¡il1"r'

Both Primary and Secondary imagination arerrthe soul that is ever¡rwhere,

and in each; and forns al-I into one graceful- and intelligent whol-e""32

irihat issues forth fron the inagination is real in that it repeats the

act of creation of rrthe infinite T AM.rr Fancy, on the other handt

isrra node of rnemory emancipated fron the order of time and space.rr33

It plays with the rrfixities and definitesrr already construeted by the

Prinary imagination. It does not create, as this is the operation

that properly belongs to the imagination.

Tol-kien takes issue with Coleridgets distinction when Tol-kien

says that inagination is rtthe power of nental irnage*making"tt34 He

argues that

in recent times, in technical not nornal language, fmagination
has often been hel-d to be sonethíng higher than the mere image-
makingr, ascríbed to the operations of Fancy (a reduced and
depreciatory f.orm of the older word Fantasy); an attenpt is thus
made to restriet, I should say misapply Imagination to rrthe powel
of giving to ideal creations the inner consistency of real-ity"ttJ)

Tolkien has frrevisedrr Coleridge. Tolkien does not regard the inagina*

tion as the trprime agent of human perceptionrr but rather as a particular

kind of nental activity" He reserves the use of the term imagination

for rrthe nental por^rer of inage-makingrrrand inplies that it is an

activity distinct from, although related to, ordinary perception of

reality. In artistic activity, the inagination invents iurages and it is

Art that gives then the rti-nner consistency of reality.1136 According
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to Tolkients view, fantasy is the capacity of the inagination to invent

i-mages of things rrnot actually presentrr or el,se rrnot to be foundtr in the

primary worl-d, He therefore ascribes to fantasy a mode of creativity

Coleridge would hold properly belongs to the imagination.

Like Coleridge, Tolkien d.esired to show that the creations of

the artist are predicated on the se¡oina1 creative activity of God--

Coleridgets I AM. Tolkien speaks of how every creator of a secondary

worldrtwishes in sone Ineasure to be a real- maker, or hopes that he is

drawing on reality: hopes that the peculiar quality of this secondary

world (if not all the detail-s) are derived fron Reality, or are flowing

into it. "37 But Tolkients view of the imagination coneeives of the

inagination making images out of a prior experience of a reality that is

given. He says that trcreative Fantasy is founded upon the recognition

that things are so in the world. as it appears under the su-n, on a recogni-

tion of fact, but not a slavery to it."38 He does not recognize the role

of the inagination in shaping and creating thatrrfactrrras Colerid.get

fu1ly modern, does; and so he does not account for the very thing that pro-

vides the most legitinate link between the frrealitytt o¡ the primary worJ-d

and that of the secondary world. For Coleridge, both the rrrealitytt of

the primary world and that of secondary worlds are legitimate and meaning-

ful- because both are the rrereationsrr of the inagination, a finite imagina-

tion that repeats the infinite creative activity the I 4M.39 Tol-kien

sees that the creatÍve inagination in some way ernulates the activity of

the divine Creati-on, but his attempts to establish the validity of the

tttruthsrr that issue forth fron the inagination is not entirely satis-

factory, because he tries to establish the significance of a trseeondary

worldrr on questionable premises: the ttfactsrt of the rrprimary world"rr40
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Perhaps the devoted Ronan Catholic coul-d not accept the Coler-

idgian understanding of the esemplastic inagination because in doing sor

he would. have to recognize the extent to which the wor1d, for good or

evil, i-s our fiction, and one we should approach critically. Tolkien

renained. devoted. to the authority of the Roman Catholic church through-

out his lifetine, and aceepted its teachings without any of the skeptíc-

ism so characteristic of mod.ernity{l Instead., his life was character-

ized by unquestioning faith, and that attitude spill-ed over into his

views on literature, where he prefers to charact'erize the state of

nind of the reader who enters a literary fiction as rrsecondary Beli ef.u42

He asserts this characterization over and against Coleridgers descrip-

tion of this state, rtthe willing suspension of disbelief for the monent,

which constitutes poetic faitn.n43 For Tolkien, the truth, whether

found in the primary or secondary realm, does not permit disbelief or

skepticisn. One recogni-zes it when one encounters it" The trtruthtr

remains therttruthrlrwhether it is found in hÍstorical existence or i-n

the best li-terature, beeause both instances of tttruthrrare derived. fron

rrUnderlying Reality"rr The proper response to rttruthrt is belief , whether

primary or second.ary"

Coleridge, significantly, chooses to incl-ude |tdj-sbeliefrr in

his account of ttpoetic faith"'r Coleridgers description suggests that

in approaching the creations of the secondary imagination, we take to

them a proper spirit of criticism, which when they warrant it can give

way to a spirit of poetic faith. The attitude of disbelief cautions

the reader against making no distinction at all between the primary and

secondary realities or between fancy and. inagination. But this is a

side issue, since for Coleridge, the real- issue is whether inages work
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by their own force, rather than if they are ground.ed inrrReality.rr

Because Tolkien does not agree with Coleridgets distinction between the

latter two, he denies the inport of Coleridgets statenent on the sus-

pension of disbelief.

Tolkienrs aesthetic does not adequately support the significance

of his own literary work with respect to the critical assumptions of

modernity. This necessitates this lengthy discussion comparing Tolkienrs

aesthetic with that of Coleridge, a thoroughly modern thinker. In

certain respects, Tolkien regarded ttreal-ityrt in much the same way that

popular positivism does; the prinary world is given ttfactrr which we

perceive directly. Yet unlike popular positivi-sn, Tolkien held that

underlying the world, tras it appears under the suntr vlas a ttRealityrrr

infinite and gracious, that gave significance to the world of time/space.

Tolkien resented the rnore extrene ramifications of positivisrn, such that

an gxford colleague of his could. declare that motorcars are more |treallt

than hors "s.44 His grasp of the rrrealrr clearly went beyond the empiri-

cal, yet the positivistic habit of dividing the ordinary perception of

reality and. the perceptions of the secondary imagination into two d.is-

tinct and separate classes 1ed him to an aesthetic that undernines his

own i-ntentions. He tried to affirn that the rrRealitytt underlying the

primary world flows into our literary worlds and back again into the

prinary world. Yet for To1kien, the |tRealitytt ¿nua grants significance

to both the primary and secondary r¡orld is in fact a highly sophisticated

version of positivistic ttrealityrrt that is, a rtfactrr that exists inde-

pend"ent of our perception. The Coleridgian view ho1d.s that such a

trfactrr is an unreU-able guide (an idol) until we are self-conscious

about the d.ynanic constitution of rrfactsrr: that they exist in the
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tension that is produced between the perceiver and the rfobject.rt

Although Tol-kienrs fornulation of the inagination is partial

and so inad.equate, The Lord of the Rinss stands as an achievement of

what Coleridge terned the Secondary Imagination. Despite Tolkienrs

theoretical protest against the rrhighertr conception of the inagination

espousedbyCo1erid'ge,inT@!¡eencountera1iterary

reality that is convincing because it is integral- and coherent. There

is a thread. running throughout the trilogy, throughout its triurnphs and

defeats, its villains and heroes, that ties the world of Middle-earth

lrinto one graceful and intelligent whole.rr Owen Barfield has said of

Coleridge and Triordsworth: rtlt was the dejected author of the Ancient

Mgriner who grasped the theory; but it was hlordsworth who actually

wrote the nature poetryr,45 which exemplified. the Ronantic theory of the

creatj-ve imagination. Tolkien does not grasp the theory, and yet, like

hlordsworth, he writes in a way that exenplifies itt for The Lord of the

E¡ngp is imbued with therrinner consistency of realityrtthat it i-s the

office of the ínagination, primary or secondary, to create. Therefore,

while Tolkien lacks the critical acunen in his aesthetic theory that

could support why his fantasy literature is worth reading, it is never-

theless still worth reading, since it issues forth from the rrliving

por,rer and prime agentrr of the artistrs perceptionr despite his own

inadequate formul-ation of this operation.

Although Tol-kien misconstrued the function of the imagination in

his aestheti"c, he saw clearly enough that the end of great l-i.terature

is to intimate some glinpse of truth that can throw light upon our"

prinary experíence. When we apply this agenda to the trilogyr it is

apparent that Tolkien hoped that it might offer the reader a glimpse of
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truth through an experience anal-ogous to the joy of the evangelium. As

the reader enters The Lord of the RinEs and proceeds through the care-

fu11y constructed densel-y layered worl-d of Middl-e-earth, she is seduced

into a state of ttpoetic faith.tt The inaginative experience of the end

of the Third. Age of Middle-earth is intense. Trihen Gandalf falls into

the abyss with the Balrog, the reader is shocked and grief-stricken"

I¡lhen two hundred pages later he reappears in Fangorn, she has rra catch

of the breath, a beat and. lifting of the heart.rt4o At the noment of the

unexpected and. improbable turn, the reader, arrested. and disarmed, com-

prehend.s that in Midd.l-e-earth there is a power at work that denies death

and apparent defeat, giving rise to hope.

Although Tolkien understands rrtruthrt in specifically Christian

terns, he d.oes not ínsist that the reader identify the joy offered in

the trilogy with the Christian view" The trilogy lacks any reference

to organized. religion or theology at al-l-. Instead, he orchestrates an

experience for the reader that predisposes her to be receptive to what

Urang cal-Is rrthe motions of graee.n/+7 Urang suggests that the trilogy

is an eschatological work, addressing the question of rrwhat is it like

to face the approaching end and yet experience hope.rrlç8 Urang focusses

on the structure of events in the narrati-ve, on the particular sequence

by which events are presented. He has observed that the trilogy ansl¡Iers

this question by providing an imaginary franework for the Christian

experience of hope, in a non-specifically Christian, in fact a pagan

setting. The trilogy is constituted by a series of crises that are

resofved. bytrturnsttin the narrative,rrturnstr that serve as signs, as

epiphanies, that insinuate the possibility of the climactic rreucatas-

tropherrat Mount Doom into the readerts mindscape, granting i-t maximun
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potency when it does occur. The process of leading the reader through

the suraller rrturnstr to the cl-inax at Orodruin is what Urang terms a

Itphenomenology of hope.n 49 Urang recogni-zes that Tolkien intended. the

experience of hope that he builds into the trilogy to provide a window

onto underlying reality for the reader. If the experience of hope is

to intimate a greater power und.erlying it, it must be encountered in a

sufficiently convincing context. Urang raises the question: does the

trilogy set forth a convincing context for the series of turns in the

story? Urang ansürers both yes 
"nd 

,to.50 For him, there are tirnes when

the trilogy fails to sustain histtpoetic faith,rfdininishing the potency

of the hope the narrative inspires. But Urang insists that despite

these occasional- faults, the triJ-ogy is worth reading in that it suc-

ceeds most of the tine in presenting a thoroughly realized and credibl-e

fictional worl-d.

Urangts conclusion regarding the credibility of Middle-earth Ís

ambiguous and. unsatisfactory, sJ-nce he wÍll not finally judge whether

Middle-earth is a believable wor1d. Yet his perception of a literary

strategy operating with the structure of the trilogy is a useful- method.

for discussing the success with which Mid.dl-e-earth is invoked. lühen we

apply the concept of such a strategy to the question of whether Middle-

earth is convinci-ng, and if so then how so, the importance of this

strategy looms large"

In the epilogue to ttOn Fairy Storiestt Tolkien describes the

gospel story as Itmythical in its perfect self-contained significance.rr

The description, rtself-contained significancerrt recaffs Tolkients dis-

cussi-on in his Beowulf essay, where he claÍms trmyth is alive at once

and in al-l- its parts and d.ies before it can be dissectsfl.rr 51 He objects
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to the over-emphasis on analysis in literary criticsn, claiming that

the analytical approach too often forgets to consid.er the effects of a

story when taken as a whole because it is nore concerned with tracing

origins and making comparirorr"" 52 rtlt finds out much about things that

occur in stories, but little or nothing about their effects in a gíven
q?

story.u// Norwood comrnents that this insistence by Tolkien that stories

be regarded as a whole implies that for hin, imagery itsel-f can bríng

about a cornprehension that el-udes abstra ctrion.54 Tolkien remarks that

Itmyth is at its best when presented by a poet who feels rather than

rnakes explicit what his theme portends.rr55 Tolkients use of the tern

trfeelrt in this context suggests rfintuitrtt to know by apprehendíng

immed.iately without the intervention of any process of reasoning. I¡lhen

this is applied to fantasy literature, it appears that it attempts to

bring the reader an i-ntuitive conprehension of rrwhat his theme p-ortends.tr

As a work of fantasy, The Lord of the Rings is Tol-kien's attempt to

offer an inmediate intuitive comprehension to his reader of what Tol-kients

theme portends. He hoped. to offer his reader an experi-ence of joy and

hope that potentially intimates truth, a truth that ill-unines the prí-

nary world as well as the fictional, and he hoped to acconplish this

for the reader alnost effortlessly.

Ironcially, the artist who so disliked analysis, rrvivesecti-onrrf

in literary criticism was cornpeJ-led to lead his reader j-nto his fictional

worl-d through a process thr"t only critical analysis ean reveal. As Urang

discovered, there is a strategy operating within the trilogyrs narrative

structure, a strategy that undergirds the meaning of the narrative

events thenselves " The strategic structure of the trilogy is what I

call- the sub-text: a level of literary meaning that lies beneath the
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superficial- narrative events. Tolkien not only provides a rrphenomen-

ology of hopefr through a strategy operating under the narrative proper:

he leads the reader to rrpoetic faithrr in the credibility of Middle-

earth through the same subtle device.

The carefully constructed process through which the reader is

brought to know Middle*earth is analogous to the strategic writing

technÍques used by the cfassical Greeks. 'hlhether this is intentional

on the part of Tolkien is doubtful. There i-s no evidence in his letters

or critical essays that he consciously sought to employ a classj-cal-

technique in his own fiction. Yet as a linguist and one thoroughly

conversant with the Classics, it is not unlikely that he inported to

his own creative process some of the wisdom he intuitively appropriated

fron his foray into ancient literature. The evidence renains, as the

next chapter wil-l- demonstrate, that an analogy can be nade between

Toi-kients strategy and that of the Greeks, especially P1ato"

The other key to the credibility of Middle-earth is the predom-

inanee of stories, and thinking about stories, in the narrative proper.

Tolkienrs essayrrOn Fairy Storiesrrsuggests his views on stori-es in

general. He regards storymaking as an ancient and continuous activityt

one essential to human existence" He sees stories as subject to the

processes of preservation and re-appropriation, inplying that stories

must sound a deep chord. in the hearts of each generation, or else be

recast until- they do. He asserts that in the process of making stories,

human beings come closest to fulfill-ing their true nature, by enulating

the activity of the One, in whose image Tolkien befieves \"re are made"

Hi-s view of the process of storynaking is remarkably like those given

in critical biblical- scholarship, and the stories of the Middle*earthians
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have a biblical holism and coherence to them that the western inag-

ination recognizes. Moreover, the Middle-earthians understand the role

of story in locating thenselves in the universe. It is the stories

that preserve the civilizational nenory of Middle-earth. They are por-

tentous for the current events taking place in the narrative, through

the patterns of victory, defeat and respite that they reveal.

These terms rrstorytt and rrcurrent eventsrr require explication,

for they represent two different levels or aspects of functioning

reality in Middle-earth. The stories of the Midd.le-earthians are

their historical rnyths, preserving their menory of past events and dis-

ti]líng the wisdom of the nemory. Theír stories speak of events that

have occurred and that rnay take shape again, rrlike events but never the

same,rr and- they inform the Middle-earthians who find themselves suffering

events similar to those in their stories as the end of the Third Age

approaches. Thus, the Fellowship hears the tale of the FaIl of Isildur

while they are in Rivendell- (1, 319) and it e¡nerges as a cautionary tale

by the time Boromir has met his fate, disclosing to Frodo the awful dan-

ger the Ring presents to all in close proxinity to it. The characters

in the narrative proper articulate at several points the idea that life

and. the stories that inforn life are interpenetrated; that each individ-

ual life is arrstoryrt that partakes of all stories. Hear Sam expressing

this at the foot of Cirith Ungol, where he recall-s an ancient legend:

"I¡lhy, to think of it, werre in the same tal-e still! Donrt the great

tales never end?rr (II, 4OS). Sam is recognizing that the great tales

do not exist merely from habit and for entertainment, but that they

actually inform the fabric of existenee. Tolkien has given his literary

world not only a mythos that indicates the place of all- things in the

cosmos; he has his creatures articulating a critical understanding of
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myth, of story and its rel-atÍon to primary existence, an und.erstanding

that ironically transcends Tolkienrs theoretical attempt to articulate

the relationship between art and 1ife. In Middle-earth, the rrstoriesrr

not onlyIttell- allrrrthey are understood. to operate for that purpose.

The rtcurrent eventsrtt on the other hand, constitute the present-day

nundane level of reality, which intersects with the rrstoryrr level, and

perhaps becomes the rtstoryrt level that wíll intersect with future

ttcurrent events"tt Thus the dialogue between these two levels proceeds.

Tolkien's intention for the trilogy r¡ras that it might offer the

reader sone glímpse of truth through the joy of the eucatastrophe. The

effort he poured into making Midd1e-earth a credible literary world

ïras generated for the sake of providing a worthy context for his

eucatastrophic effects. And yet, it is in that process of leading

forth a world inbued. with shared. meaníng, one whose trcurrent eventsrt

create and are created by rrstoryrrr that the greatest and most worthy

achievenent of The Lord of the RinEs can be di-scovered" He leads the

reader into the realm of the secondary imagination through Greek irony

and. reticence. Once there, he sets forth a world. that in its integrity,

honesty, beauty, and coherence, forned and informed by story, ful-fills

the modern heartrs desire for a voice that tells al-l-.

The next section explicates some of the ways in which the

cl-assical authors conceived the art of writing, followed by a detailed

reeonstruction of how Tolkien employs a strategy analogous to that of

the classics in the prelininary sections of the trilogy. Although there

is no explicit evidence that demonstrates that Tolkien deliberately

used. a classical strategy, the situation in which he found hi-mseff as a

writer of fiction and an enemy of modernity was very similar in some
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r^iays to the stiuation of the rrreticentrr cl-assical writers. Although

Tolkien approached primary reality in a way similar to popular positiv-

ism, he was not an enpiricist" He clearly regarded fictional worlds

and particularly fantastic fictional worlds as valid, even the most

worthy, art forns" He reeognized that in the nodern mindset there

existed a hostility to the non-empirical that at its worst became a

hostility to all that was not technological in origin. At the tine of

the trilogyts_early conposition, popular positivisn nanifested itself

in such an extreme way, in the form of uncritical faith in rrprogress rrl

e.g. the drive to nastery through science and technology. Tol-kien had

to account for the probability of a hostile readership, and the neces-

sity of persuading such readers to entertain a work of fantasy. The

problem; and the method of overcoming it is the subject of the next

chapter.



CHAPTER ITI

THE SEDUCTION OF TTIE ]MAGTNATION

The political philosopher Leo Strauss has written at length on

the art of writing in the cl-assical period of ancient Greece" He has

observed that the ancient writers understood that in seeking truth, it

is often necessary to r,'rrite |tbetween the fines .It This is because it is

often the case that the public truths that lend order and coherence to

socíety conflict with the eternal truth, one that transcends culturally

eondi-tioned inflections of it. The wise person who wishes to point be-

yond the popular truths of the public real-n has recourse to the art of

strategic reticence, intinating through silence and ambiguity wisdon

for those who have the capacity to perceíve it.l

The art of strategic reticence involves the recognition of the

tension that exists between knowing and loving lrone I s orrnrr and knowing

and loving the good. Since both are necessary to human existencer this

tension can be resolved somewhat through the use of irony. In his con-

mentary on Platots Repub1ic, Strauss describes how Plators Socrates

employs irony to dissemble his wi-sdom, pretending to know nothing while

constantl-y raising questions. In Book I, Socrates is portrayed. as

attempting to describe justice. He knows that the wisdon that is truly

worth having cannot be taught directly; neither can it be learned by

everyone " Onty some are by nature fit to learn that which is i¿orth

knowing. Socratest task, therefore, is to rrarouse to thinking those

who are fit for it.'z At the same tine, Socrates must not disturb the

public order by subverting the public truths that sustain it" He nust
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speak ironically, subtly intimating to those who are fit for it the

wi-sdon worth knowing. Plators Socrates accomplishes this less by

speech than by his silent action, rrwhich is not id"entical with his
2

speech.rrl The silent action in Book I is the taming of Thrasymachus:

Tühen Thrasymachus begins to speak, he behaves, accord.ing to
Socratest lively description, like a raving beast; by the end
of the first book he has become conpletely tame. He has been
tamed. by Socrates: the action of the first book consists in
a marvelous victory for Socrates. As we have seenr that action
is also a disgraceful defeat of Socrates as a defender of
justice .4

Socratest defeat as a defender of justice is an exanple of his dis-

senbling: he has pretended to d.efend justice by a bad argument"

However, in the course of this dissenbli-ng, Socrates has acted justly:

he has brought Thrasymachus to l-isten, to be what he is fitted forr a

listener and a thinker. Plators Socrates has pointed ironically be-

yond his word.s to a kind. of wisdon, the wisdon of how to act just1y.5

Tn portraying the art of strategic reticence thusr Strauss is

saying that the expectations of ancient philosophy in the public realm

were linited" The wise person, the philosopher, must respect the

public order to the extent that it is order, and so must impart his

wisdom cautiously and ironically. The impaet of the philosopher is

therefore minimal. But the wise person can hope to arouse to thought

those fit for it through irony and silent acti-on. The thinker can then

be l-ed from the contemplation of the public things, of rfoners ouinrrrto

the recognition and contemplation of the good, which is wisdom.

Tolkien shares with the ancient writers the problem of how to

communicate his wisdom, a wisdom that eludes empirical verification, to

a public that idolized ernpirical fact and was unwifling to give alterna-

tive views a hearing. Thus, Tolkien begins, like Platots Socrates, by
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bringing his reader to be a willing listener. To achieve this, he

needed to overcone the tension that exists between the public truth of

modernity, popular positivísm, and the truth that transcends the l-inits

of the particular.

In the prelimi-nary sections of the trilogy, Tolkien effectively

rernoves the barrier of skepticisrn the modern reader brings to a rrfairy-

storytr by persuading her first that she and the narrator share an

advantageous perspective on the story, one that acknowledges a dis-

tinction between rtfactrr andtrfictiontrwhile permitting her to enjoy the

story. Through the ironic posture Tolkien assunes in the Prologuer he

disaffirms the notion of the rrrealrt being that which is empirically

verifiabl-e in order to nake a space where the reader can entertain an

alternative view. By the end of the Prologue, she is brought to desire

more knowledge about this imaginary worl-d., with its alternati-ve perspec-

tive on the rrreal,rr just as Thrasynachus was brought to think instead

of rave by the end of Book I of the Repqþlig..

Once Tol-kients i-ronic dissembling has succeed.ed in persuading

the reader to entertain the real-ity of Middle-earth, he begins his task

of leading forth the worl-d that nust serve as a context for his eucatas-

trophic effects. In attempting thls, Tolkien continues to enploy a

strategy analogous to that of the cl-assical- writers.

It is worth spending a l-ittle nore tine on the literary strategy

of the classicaf authors. For then, the attempt to recognize and con*

template the good involves irony in its capacíty to disaffírm one actual-

ity in order to reveal another. fn Pl-ators writing, this neant d.is-

affirning the good of oners own, the immediate and initial good we en-

counter that is opinion, in order to make a space where the eternal good
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that is wisdon might make itself known. ïn order to effect such an

empty space, the ironist must hover sornewhere between the real¡n of

opinion and the realn of wisdon. This is also how Aristophanes por-

trayed Socrates, in Clouds, hovering in a basket between heaven and

A
earth." Socrates requires the ordinary actuality of earthly existence

to disaffirm, in order to permit the eternaÌ truth to be evident.

Hís ironic posture requires that he be detached fron the

earthly, reflective, striving to rise up to the realm of the ideas,

whil-e at the sane time finding that the eternal eludes his grasp. He

is l-eft to hover between inadequate opinion and a knowledge that cannot

be directly grasped, only pointed to. Aristophanes is hinself ironic

here, for while he is ridiculing the inability of Socrates to reach the

eternal-, he has rendered a precise description of the nature and l-imits

of philosophy. Philosophy begins with oners own. The immediate and

ordinary are the foil- that reveal the light of the eternal truth, al-

though that eternal truth cannoù be possessed, only pointed to. And

yet it may be pointed to.

fn the classical schene, the attenpt to disaffirn the real-n of

opinion in order to point to the eternal- truth assumes that hunan beings

are essentially erotic creatures whose deepest desire is for whol-eness

"1and integrity"' The pursuit of wisdom begins at the l-evel of those

things we first encounter and love: this body, this land, this fanily.

The recognition of the good. in these is the pre-requi-site for the recog-

nition of the higher good. ïn the Synposium , Plato describes how the

lover proceeds fron the love of beautiful bodies to the contemplation

and love of the id.ea of beauty.S Leo Strauss concludes from his medi*

tations on the elassics that for them, all philosophy begins as a
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political philosophy: the contemplation of the public things, of oners

own, which leads to the contenplation of the elusive true things.

Tolkien initially uses irony in the Foreword to disaffirm a view

of the rrrealtr that prohibits any serious entertai-nment of a literary

world. Once he has engaged the readers provisional comnitnent, he

introduces her to the public things of the Shire in the Prologue. The

Shire is presented in a 1¡ray designed to nake it operate as the readerts

Itou,ntr within the story. In a hray reminiscent of discoveringrroners oüJ'nrr

in the primary world, the reader first encounters Middle-earth as this

apparently autochthonic community that draws her gaze to the honel-y and

inmediate things of life there, finding then good. Yet the rrgoodrr of

the Shire j-s revealed, as the narrative progresses, as incomplete and

deficient, and this early rtgoodrr is eventually disaffirmed in favour of

a rnore conprehensive and integral ttgood.tr In this processr the reader

is led through narrative events and by the stories told by the Middle-

earthj-ans to a cunulative understanding of rrworldrr in Middle-earth.

A signÍficant aspect of this process is that the reader sees

and experiences the expanding world of Middle-earth through the percep-

tions of the Hobbits. At the outset, the Hobbits and. the reader are in

roughly the same state of naivete and ignorance concerning the wider

worl-d of Middle-earth. As the narrative progresses to its climax and

extended d.enouenent, the Hobbits have grol^In in wisdon, perceiving the

inadequacy of their rtor¡r'nrt in the face of higher things,r and yet recog-

nizing that they arenrt meant to grasp those things, only to be ar¡iare

of then. This acquired wisdom in which the reader shares is analogous

to the ironic wisdom of Socrates, who disaffirms the inadequate things

of the public realn to reveal the eterna.l things, ones he cannot grasp
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but only hover near,

Tol-kien begins his task of luring the skeptical reader into his

literary world by employing irony in its capacity to effect a bond of

complicity between the ironist and the audience " He convinces the

read.er that together they know sonething that the characters ín the

story do not. The artist al-ways larows more than the reader about a

particular literary wor1d. He di-ssembles, pretending to know more or

less than the reader, and so is in control of what the reader is pernit-

ted to know. For this reasonr he functions as an rrauthorityrr for the

reader, and the read.er is encouraged to adopt his posture.

The Foreword to the authorized version of the trilogy begins

with a voice that cl-early belongs to J. R. R. lolkien, author. Yet he

begins to tease his reader at once with his anbiguous tone whil-e de-

scribing the conposition of The Lord of the Rings. He begins with the

apparently direct sentence, ttThis tale grew in the tellingr rurtil it

became a history of the Great itiar of the Ring and included many glinpses

of the yet more ancient history that preceded it (I' v:-ii). At the

obvious 1evel, he is saying nothing nore than his story becane a larger

and larger entity as he went along. But his reference to the trglimpse

of the yet more ancient history that preceded itrr leaves the reader

certain that he is speaking about a hístory that exists. A few lines

Iater he says that the trilogy is primaríly linguistic in inspiration,

begun rtin order to provide the necessary background of rhistoryr for

the Elvish tongues" (I, viii). His placement of the term hi-story in

inverted commas suggests that he is using it to refer to sonething that

is pure literary invention, contradicting his earlier suggestion that

the history of the ltlar of the Ring exists outside the pages of this
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epic. His anbiguity regarding the costitution of this history is pur-

poseful. It establishes a bond of ironic conplicity with the reader

by suggesting: let us treat this history as though it happened in the

prinary world, although we both know it is a secondary history and not

one that origínates in primary events.

Having comnenced thi-s ironic understanding, Tolkien continues

to dissemble about the real-ity of this historyr even to the point

of confusing the reader in the matter. He says that the process of

writing this history had alrea{y begun in The Hobbit, where glimpses

had

arisen unbidd"en of things higher or deeper or darker than its
surface: Durin, Moira, Gandalf, the Necromancer, the Ring. The
discovery of the significance of these glimpses and of their
relation to the ancient histories revealed the Third Age and its
culmination in the l,far of the Ring (I, viii).

Here, the reader is apparently encouraged to continue the joke. The

author is using allusions to his literary characters and situations

as a cl-ever means of expressing, netaphorically, his own creative

process " Expressions like 'rglinpses that had arisen unbiddentt and the

rrrevealingtt of the Third Age are dranatic ways of describing hi-s own

creative experience. Yet these expressions suggest a disquieting

autonomy at work in the imaginative realm of Middle-earth. By insistingt

subtly and ironically, that Middle-earth exists and operates in some ÏIay

independent of the author, Tolkien is helping his reader into a state

of poetic faith, one in which she will be able to regard that which

takes place in the secondary world as true.

Tolkien continues to press the reader on this point by speaking

interchangeably about actual events in his own lífe and the events

narrated in the trilogy:

rþ"åffi, tuiru$vHR&rrY ffim M&Ne"r"ffiffiA å.[ü$rl'Aülüffi# T
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the conposition of The LoI4_g!_Jþe_¡¿næ. went on at intervals
during the years 1936 Lo L9/r9, a period in which Ï had many
duties that I did not neglect. In spite of the darkness of
the next five years, I found that the story could not now be
wholly abandoned, and I plodded on, mostly by nightr till- I
stood at Balints tomb in Moria. . ft was alnost a year later
when I went on and so cane to Lothl-orien and the Great River
in 19/+1. In the next year I wrote the first d.rafts of
the natter that now stands as Book III. " There, as the
beacons flared in Anorien and Theoden came to Dunharrowr I
stopped.. Foresight had failed and there ïias no tíne for thought
(r, ix) .

Although the reader is unfanil-iar with the story, the peculi-ar nomen-

clature of Middle-earth indicates that these names refer to events

in the story. Once again Tolkien is using the device of his literary

history to describe the chronology of the trilogyts composition, thus

runni-ng the sense of urgency, drama, and epic proportíon that belong

to the Ïrlar of the Ring into his own creative process, and vice versa.

The sensation that these two worlds, this prirnaryrrlivedrrone, and

the secondary rrcreatedrr one, i-nterpenetrate one another and deserve

equal consid.eration is íntense as a resul-t of this knitting together.

This tension is emphasized a few lines onward when Tol-kien tells that

in I9/r¿, he had to feave the loose ends and conplexities nof a ÏIar

which it was my task to conduct, or at least reportrf(t, *). The war

he refers to is the lüar of the Ring, the conposition of which took

place at the same time as the Second l,riorl-d l¡lar in this world. By con-

necting his literary war to the political war being suffered at that

time, it is as though the latter confers some special degree of

rrtruenessrron the forner. It is significant that he speaks of con-

ducting and reporting on this literary hlar as it implies that this

war occurred in some Ì^ray independent of the artistrs wil-l-. He did not

compose this war; he cond.ucted it. The implication that the events of
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the trilogy are sonehow beyond the purposed control of the artist

is another \¡ray of subtly persuading the reader that Middle-earth

possesses the rrinner consistency of real1ty.ll

Tolkien explicity addresses the apparent autonomy of his story

when he says

As the story grew it put down roots (into the past) and threw
out unexpected branches; but its main theme was settl-ed from
the outset by the inevitable choice of the Ring as the link ,,
between it [the trilogy] and The Hobbit (I, x).

The artist is involved in making choices concerning his fiction, but

by his own account, these choi-ces are sometimes inevitabl-e, that is,

not subject to the dornination of the artist. Accord.ing to Tolkienrs

aesthetic, the artist, as one who must create out of his finite under-

standing of the prinary creation, conducts his prior rurderstanding of

primary reality to the secondary world. The primary reality that

informs the artistrs creative activity extends far beyond his finite

capacity to perceive it, and so when it is conveyed through the artist

to the li-terary creation, it follows a path of its own beyond the

artistrs conscious intent. The apparent autonony at work in the

trilogyts conposition is a sign that the trilogy is grounded in under-

lying reality, or that it at least echoes convincingly the deepest

reality, usually unsounded, in the primary world. Here again, it is

worth contrasting Tolkienrs view with a Coleridgian understanding

that perceives the operation of the imagination, either primary or

seeondary, as the vital agency for constituting secondary worl-ds and

the primary one. Nevertheless, the autonomous element at work in

Tolkients creative process implies that this process is somehow linked

to that which transcends the artistts finite intentions and under-

standing.
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Through ironic dissembl-ing and anbiguity, Tolkien is establ-ish-

ing in the Foreword a context for what is to follow. He is claiming

on behalf of his literary world the status of realityr and he is

bidding the reader to ad.opt an attitude appropriate to it" He is say*

irg, between the lines, rrbelieve in this thing with me, and you will

experience the strange, narvelous, and deeply noving while inside it.rr

His ironic posture enployed in the Foreword acconplishes three things.

First, j-t convinces the reader that she shares with the author an ad-

vantageous perspective; they both stand. outside the story and so know

nore than anyone within it. Second, through the intinate and affection-

ate discussion of the trilogyts composition, the reader is persuaded to

entertain the literary reality of Middle-earth, to share the authorrs

respect for his secondary world. Third, the reader is encouaged to

enter Middl-e-earth with a sympathetlc spirit. This is another effect

of the bond of ironic complicity that the reader shares with the author.

The author, operating as the ttauthorityrr here for the reader, is ex-

tremely fond of his creation. The reader takes on the authorrs attitudet

at least provisionally, and so appropriates sone of his good feelings

toward the Middle-earthians.

Between the Foreword and the Prologue, the reader is provided

with a hand-drawn nap of Middle-,earth. This extrenely detailed map pre-

pares the read.er for the geographical vastness of Mid.dle-earth, and

serves as a visual aid to her transition from this world to the second-

ary world. It is a graphic reinforcement for the reality of Middle-

earth.

It is apparent within the first paragraph of the Prologue that

Tolkien has aband.oned his primary voice altogether, and has assumed the
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pose of rrtranslatortr of various Middle-earthian docunents. He provides

a link between this worl-d and Middle-earth by referring to The Hobbit

along with titl-es exclusive to Middle-earth (T, 19)" The rrRed Book

of hlestnarchrr and ltthere and Back Againtr are books that belong to

Middle-earth; but any devotee of fantasy literature in this worl-d

has seen The Hobbit on bookstore shelves. The placenent of this

familiar element fron the primary worfd inside Middle-earth reminds

the read.er of the underlying continuity between them, and is nade

nore confortable upon entering this fantastic r¡orld"

The translator is concerned with introducing Hobbits: their

history, habits, and customs. He strategically avoids discussing

the ways in which Hobbits differ from people in this world until

he has established the ways in which they are the sane. He inforns

the reader that

Hobbits are an unobtrusive but very ancient people, more nunerous
formerly than they aræ today; for they love peace and. quiet
and the good tilled earth: a well--tilled countryside was
their favouríte haunt. They did not and do not understand or
like nachines more complieated than a forge-bel]ows, a water
nill, or a hand 1oom, though they were skillful with tools.
Even j-n ancient days, they were, as a rule, shy of the tBig Folkrt
as they ca11ed us, and now they avoid us with dismay and are
becoming hard to find (I, 19).

Only at this point does the translator refer to their abiJ-ity to

d.isappear, and to their renarkabl-e height, which seldon reaches three

feet. They are akin and yet strange to us. Tet because they were

presented initially in terns of their sinilarities, the reader is

more inclined to appropriate their differences "

The translator implicitly insists on the exj-stence of Hobbits by

placing them within a time frame of rtancient daysl' and, then suggesting
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that this anci-ent race is still extant, if not accessible. By claiming

that they still exist but are rrhard to findrrt the transl-ator persuades

the reader to regard them as real creatures by suggesting they are veri-

fiable if dífficult to find.

The translator supports his nore explicit clains for the exist-

ence of Hobbits by the use of his scholarly tone and nethod, which inply

that Hobbits are a matter worthy of serj-ous study and consi-deration.

This appeals to the assuned positivistic ori-entation of the reader, for

whon scholarship is the articul-ation of true thingsr i.e., rrfacts.rr

This is splendidly ironic, for Tol-kien is using positivístic assumptions

in order to undermine them: he is using rrscholarshiprt to undernine the

assunption that truth is largely confined to the empirically verifiabl-e.

By treating Hobbiùs in a scholarly fashion, he is claiming for a creature

whose existence is not empirically verifiabl-e the status of real, con-

pelling the reader to abandon or revise any narrowly defined concept of

what rttruert and trrealrr might mean. Tolkien has ironically disaffirned

the narrow definition of the trrealrr and lrtruerr that issues from popular

positivisn by employing a method derived from positivisn itself: the

scholarly approach of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

He dissembles, pretending to subscribe to a narrow view of the rea1, and

then uses the sane scholarly tone to affirn the reality of his literary

creatures, easing the reader into an acceptance of his fantastic world

and. into a posture that is open to alternative perceptions of the true.

The authoritative scholarship of the translator grasps the vast

sweep of the three ages of Middle-earth as well as the minutiae of indi-

vidual episodes. The reader is meant to share in this historical-

vantage point" He tel-ls the reader that
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in spite of our later estrangement Hobbits are relatives of ours:
far nearer to us than Elves or even the Dwarves. 0f old they
spoke the languages of Men, after their own fashion, and liked
and disl-iked much the sane things as Men did. But what exactly
our relationship is can no longer be discovered. (I, 20).

The use of ltoursrr and rrusrr includes the reader in the perspective

that allows the translator to make these observati-ons, continuing

the bond of complicity between the reader and the voice from the text

begun in the Foreword, Both reader and translator have the advantage

of standing outside the story, and in sharing his historical per-

specti.ve, the reader shares as well in his scholarly authority. The

authenticity of the translatorrs scholarship is continually reinforced

by his use of annotation, his command. of key historical dates, and

his quoting of the records from the Third lgu.5 Within this context,

the claim that we are related to Hobbits is one the reader ean enter-

tain "

By claining that Hobbits are related to hunan beíngs, the

transl-ator provides a basis whereby the reader can bridge an enormous

span of time. Since he says that the Hobbitsr own lore, ancient

from the perspective of our twentieth century, does not incl-ude their

own most distant past, the time frame of Middle-earth j-s one renotely

distant fron ours (I, 21). The modern reader may willingly entertain

possibiÌities in the remote past that she would scoff at if presented

as occurring in her own time, si-nce the remote past teems with poten-

tialities that cannot be disproven. In such a distant time, the ques-

tion of proving that such events occurred is irrelevant and vulgar.

Therefore, the reader is free to entertain the fantastic without apology.

Moreover, she is made to feel, in this context, that she has sone per-

sonal i-nvestment in these ancient affairs because she has been told
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she is related to these beings.

üIhile the subtl-e agenda of the translator ís to bring the

reader to accept and respect the reality of Middle-earth, his more

obvious task is to províde information about Hobbits. He delivers

this infornation in the sentimental and prolix style characteristic of

much of the rfobjectiverr scholarship of the late nineteenth ""tto"yr10
setting the scene for the readerrs initial encounter with the Hobbits

face to face. At the tine the story begins, the Hobbits had long been

accustorned to plenty:

there in that pleasant corner of the world they plied their well--
ordered business of living, and they heeded less and less the
world outside where dark things noved, until they came to think
that peace and plenty were the rule in Middle-earth and the ríght
of all sensible fol-k. They forgot or ignored what little they
had ever known of the Guardians and the labours of those that made

possibÌe the long peace of the Shire. They were, in factt
àheltered., but they had ceased to remember it (I, 25) "

Despite their cultural nyopia, the Hobbits are presented as virtuous,

conpassionate, strong and likeable. They enjoyed the homely comforts

rnore than anything else, and were noderate and generally contentt

having little or no crime, and requiring minimal government. Their

basic social unit was the clan" Amid all this good-natured virtuet

there was l-ittle want or strife, and few heeded the portents of trouble

that began to appear in the Shire at the time this tthistoryrr opens "

The wealth of infornation about Hobbits given here, and the claim that

i,re are rtrel-ativesrt aid ùhe reader in identifying with the Hobbits at

the outset. It is through their eyes and experiences that the reader

will encounter and appropriate the world that is Middle-earth. It is

critical that the reader empathize with then because they are the medium

through which the multi-Ievell-ed reality of Middle-earth wil-l- be 1ed forth.
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The Prol-ogue ends with a rrNote on the Shire Records.tt Tn a final-

attempt to affi.rm the realíty of Middle-earth, the transl-ator comments

upon the developnent of the trRed Book of ltlestmarchrrr its various re-

dactions, comrnentaries, and extant copies. The tone used i-s so banal-

that one eoul-d easily mi-stake it as referring to works available in the

primary world" He reminds the reader of the remoteness of the Third Age,

of which rrthere is no record of the day when at last he [Celeborn,

El-fl-ordl sought the Grey Havens, and with hin 
-went 

the l-ast living nem-

ory of the Eldar Days in Middle-earth (I, 39).

The nostalgia of this last sentence of the rrNoterr is a direct

contrast to the presentness with which Chapter I opens. Having under*

gone more than thirty-nine pages of preparation for the opening scene,

the reader is well-disposed to any pecutriarities she might encounter in

the Shire. In the face of the persistent assertion on the part of the

artist and the translator that this history is rttruerr and Hobbits exist,

the readerrs desire to know more about this world has been whetted.

Having disarned the reader of her skepticis¡o toward fantasy by beckoning

her to rrpretendrt with the artist that this work warrants serious con-

sÍCere,tionr she is 1ed deeper into a state of literary eommitment by the

translatorrs scholarly approach. In both cases she has been deceived to

sone extent. In the Foreword, while Tolkien implies he is only provi-

sionally committed to this literary worrd, inviting the reader to join

in this gane of pretend, he believes that the scope of reality is greater

than that afforded by cur waking ordinary experience. fn some degree,

the literary realn and the experience of it arerrtruerrand trreal .rt He

pretends torrpretendrrfor his read.er, irL the hope of bringing her to

share in his nore flexible view of the real, that h.e does nct truly
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bel-ieve in the reality of Middl-e-earth. The translator in the Prologue

al-so deceives the reader by dissen,bling with regard to his true notives.

He uses the posture of the fact-finding scholar to disaffirn the narr-oïr

view of fact derived fron positivisn, our pubJ-ic truths, to make a

space where the reality of his three-foct high literary creatures can

be affirmed. He is at once sincere, with regard to offering infornation

about Hobbits, and ironic, mocking rrfactsrr with a caricature of the

ttfact-findi-ngtt method.

The effect of this ironic dissenbling on the reader is to bring

into question the nature of ttfa.ctrr and rttruerr and rrrealrr as they are

popularly conceived. At the sane time, it subtly points to an alterna-

tive view, one that conceives forays into fantastic literary worlds as

Ìegitimate and enriching for our existence in this world. hlithin the

province of the artistts intentions, the reader has tteen brought to be

what she is fitted for. She becomes a willing companion to his literary

world, prepared to encounter all the pathos and joy offered therein"

Although the reader enters Mid.dl-e-earth knowing a great deal

about Hobbits, she knows very little about Middl-e-earth beyond the con-

fines of the Shire. The read.er is in a position simil-ar to that of the

Hobbits at the outset of the narrative, although for different reasons.

Both the reader and the Hobbits are awaîe of the wide world beyond the

Shire, but none of them have experienced i-t. The reader has been iron-

ically seduced to the brink of discoverin.g that r¡'crld, while the Hobbits

wilt be cornpelled to do so through their circunstances. Together they

will discover this world, through their encounter with its storj"es as

well as through current events.



CHAPTER IV

MYTHOPOEIC REAL]SM:
THE STORY-SHAPED WORLD OF MIDDLE-EARTH

Having gained his readerts attention and synpathy in the pre-

lirninary sections to The Lord of the R , Tolkien shifts his strategy

at the opening of the narrative proper. The first five chapters serve

to famil-iarize the reader with Hobbits and their smal-l corner of the

world on a varlety of levels. The method through which this is

accomplished provides both the reader and the protagonists with a

foretaste of the complexi-ty of the larger world that lies beyond the

Shirers borders.

The narrative voice in these opening chapters has a slightly

sarcastic edge to it as it describes the self-absorbed and sinple-

minded eommunity of Hobbiton. The Hobbits are portrayed as suspicious

and provincial, distrustful of anything that fall-s outside their

compass of the ttnatural.rr They are not concerned with much that occurs

beyond their little land, and they suspect those who are, like Bil-bo

Baggins. Bilbors fanous adventure, nysterious wealthr dealings with

Itoutlandersrrr and vigorous oId. age caused great consternation anong

the l-ocals:

There lrere sone that shook their heads and thought that this
was too nuch of a good thing; it seemed unfair that anyone should
possess (apparently) perpetual youth as well- as (reputedly) in-
exhaustible wealth.

tlt will have to be paid for,tthey said. tÏt isntt natural
and trouble will cone of it ! t (t, lo3)

This grave d.eficiency in the perspective of'th" local llobbits is

established from the outset, indicating at once the worldview that is

-5L-
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to be disaffirned in the course of the namative. This cultural

myopia is demonstrated several times during the introduction to Shire-

life " the local-s of Hobbiton are not only suspicious of outlanders

and adventurers; they regard Hobbits from other ttfarthingsrr of the

Shire with equal distrust. In Hobbiton, Hobbits fron Buckland are

regarded as queer and unnatural , because they liverfon the l^Irong

side of the Brandy-wine River and right agin the Ol-d. Forestt' (I, /r5) "

Even the more nod.erate voices in the community, such as that of Gaffer

Gamgee, agree that the best thing that ever happened to Frodo was that

Bilbo brought him trhometr fron Buckland to Hobbitonr trto li-ve anong

decent fofkrr G, ¿,6). The sheer proximity of Buckland to the outside

world. that the rest of the Shire strives to fence out creates an atti-

tude of distrust toward the Bucklanders.

The posture of the Hobbits who inhabit the heart of the Shire'

rejecting that whích d.oes not fit into their view of what is nornal,

ironically echoes the posture of the positivist who refuses to

entertain anything that eludes the scope of verification. Like the

positivist, the Hobbits occupying the heart of the Shire have to

undergo a pïocess of reassessing their perspective. This imaginative

novenent echoes that undertaken by the reader in the prelininary

sections.

Despite their narro\^Ir provincial perspectiver the Hobbits are

fun-loving and humorous people, within the safety of their closely

circumscribed world. They are childishly enthusiastic about Bilbors

upcoming birthday party, and they dedicate formid.able energy to enjoy-

ing the homely comforts. At the party

There were three official meals: lunch, tea, and. dinner (or
supper). But lunch and dinner \^rere chiefly marked by the fact
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that at those times all the guests were sitting down and eating
together. At other times there were merely lots of people eating
and drinking--continuously from elevenses Isic] until six-thirty.
(r, 5L)

The guests are superbly frightened and entertained when Gand.alf pro-

duces a firework dragon that whizzes over their heads, sínce this was

an expected feature of Gandalfts d.isplay. Yet when Bilbo disappears

with a flash during his farewell speech, they are indignant and an-

noyed at having their predictabl-e evening spoíled.

Anong all these fat, jolly, intolerant Hobbits are a few who

are less fearful and more adventurous. These are Frodo, Merry, and

Pippin, all of whom have an rrunnaturafrr penchant for tramping about

the countryside. Frodo sornetines wanders off alone under the trees

in starlight, rf to the anazement of sensible folkstt (I, 7I), to visít

E1ves. These unusual Hobbits are more predisposed to revising their

views and being open to the strange andrrunnaturalrtr just as, presun-

ably, the reader i-s. They, aÌong with the unJ-ikely Sam Gamgee, are

the obvious candidates for the great journey they must undertake.

As the narrative progresses, two competing approaches to rrworldrr

among the Hobbits are revealed in conversations anong the inhabitants.

At the Green Dragon, young Sandyman exemplifies the biased and fearful

provincialisn which the positivistic mind always exhibits. l{hen San

Gamgee remarks that the Elves are leaving Middle-earth in great num-

bers, sailing fron the western coast of the Shire, Sandyman replies:

hiell, that isntt anything nehr, if you believe the old tal-es.
And I don't see what it matters to ne or you. Let then sail!
But I warrant you haventt seen them doing it, nor anyone el-se
in the Shire. (f, 7L)

Sandynan doesntt bel-ieve in the old tales, and he implies that he

doesn't believe in the exj-stence of the Elves, or at least he wontt
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until he sees one" Sam, on the contrary, believesrrtherers more truth

in some of them lold. storiesltt than Sandyman rrreckonsrr (I, 73) " Sam

is a poor gardener, unlike Frodo and hi-s wealthy cousins, yet he is

literate, fascinated by stories of the Elves " He believes he once saw

one in the woods " He also willingly entertains the possibility of

walking trees, reported to him by a cousin who patrols the Shirers

borders. Sandyman enbodies a crude, narror^r point of view while Sam

presents a rnore thoughtful, sensitive and open perspective. By char-

acterizing the two approaches to the world in this way, enbodying

them in the characters of San and Sandyman, Tolkien is manipulating

the reader into adopting Sanrs open approach. San is likeable, thought-

ful, and virtuous as a character, while Sandyman is dul-l-witted and

obnoxious. The reader is nore willing to like San and by extension,

his attitude. Moreover, since the reader will be perceiving the events

at the end of the Third Age through the eyes of Sam and his fel1ows, it

is important to elicit such sympathy from the reader at such an early

stage.

The presentation of the varying approaches to rrworldlt among the

Hobbits is neant to secure the readerts identification with the pro-

tagoni-sts " At the same tine, such variety contributes to the consist-

ency of rrrealityrr within the Shire. A believabl-e community, even one

populated wÍth fantastic three-foot high beings, is not monolithic in

its thoughts. By presenting a variety of postures within this ficti-onal

conmunity, Hobbíton seems more like a rrrealrr conmunity.

Another factor which contributes to the quality of rrrealnessrr

evoked by the Shire is the attention given to physical descriptions.

There are few pages that do not contain a passage such as
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the sun vias r¡rarn and the wind was in the south. Everything
looked fresh, and the new green of Spring was shinmering in
the fields and on the tips of the treesr fingers.

And

The late afternoon was bright and peaceful. The flowers glor.red
red and golden: snapdragons and sunflowers, and nasturtiums
trailing all over the turf wal-ls and peeping in at the round
windows. (f , /r9)

Such d.escriptions function less to evoke vivid inages than to create an

atmosphere of the charning normality and contentment of the inhabitants.

The depth of the Hobbitst affection for their fruítful and lovely

country, as wel-l- as for the homely conforts it provides, is expressed in

their songs. These songs are seldom solemn in tone, being more like

ttdittiesrttyet they contain a reflection of the Hobbitsrworldview and

concerns that correspond to the characterization provided in the naïra-

tive. They speak of the ordinary and fami-liar, and do honage to the

natural and the pleasant necessj-ties of living. They focus onthe i¡nedi-

ate experiences of life in the Shire, Itoners ov¡nrrin its most direct and

prinary mani-festation. For exanple, the companions sing a walking song

that speaks about the thrill of the new thing discovered, but that ends

by speaking of home and bed (I,115). There is a sense of adventure

displayed here, but only within the safe boundaries of their oI^In country:

Still round the corner we may neet
A sudden tree or stand.ing stone
That none have seen but we alone.

Until the stars are all alight
Then world behind and home ahead,
Werll wander back to home and bed.

Their nore reflective and philosophical songs also use as a departure

point the meditation of the farniliar and ordinary:

The Road goes ever on and on
Down fron the door where it began.

Now far ahead the Road has gonet
And I must fol-l-ow if ï can,
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Pursuíng it with tleary feet,

Until it joins sone larger way
I¡lhere many paths and errands meet.

And. whither then? I cannot say.

(1, L62)

One of the Hobbitstchief eharacteristics, their hunour, is evident in

the Bath Song sung at Crickhollow:

Sing hey! for the bath at the close of day
That washes the lreary mud away!
A loon is he that will not sing:
0 wat,er Hot is a noble thing!

(t, lt*5)

l¡Ihether humourous or reflective, the songs these Hobblts sing

convey the deep sense of affection and enjoyrnent the Hobbits have had

for their land and the life it provides them. Their attachnent to their

land grants them a sense of rootedness that is their greatest strength,

allowing them l-ater to rrsit on the edge of ruin and discuss the pleasures

of the table or the smal-l doings of their fathers, grand-fathers, and

great-grand-fathersrr (II, 208) .

The readerts initial enccunter with the Hobbits of the Shire

focusses her attention on the immediate and ordinary experiences and

attitudes of their life. The Hobbits are chiefly concerned with eating,

drinking, r.ralking, and talking, the pleasures afforded by their environ-

nent. These are the aspects of living that they are both compelJ-ed and

drawn to deal with imnediately. These critical initial constituents of

rrworfdrt are the foundations for what can be termed rrore I s oïin.rr For

both the Hobbits and the reader, the Shire is their firs-t, l-ocus for

rrworfdrr in Middle-earth, and it functions for them al-l- astttheir ownrrr

that which fírst roots them to this world.

The Hobbits' view of world is one that affirms the life they

enjoy in the Shire, finding it satisfying and desirable. I¡lithin their
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borders, they find much to celebrate and enjoy. Yet their narro¡dr focus

on the version of l-ife known to Shire-inhabitants is their greatest

fault, as it fails to acknowledge al-l that lies beyond the Shire and.

thus deprives then of the wisdon appropriate to the worl-d beyond."

At the narrative level, the task of the four Hobbits are cal-led

to perforn requires strength and wisdon. They derive strength fron

theír close association with their land. But they must acquire a kind

of wisd.on unknown to them if they are to achieve their quest, one that

transcends the parochial , rronets own.rr This invol-ves a radical expan-

sion of their conprehensi.on of the scope of the world.

The need to educate the Hobbits concerning the parameters of

world is met by the subtle agenda or sub-text of the trilogy, that seeks

to construct and sustain thís vast, complex and conpelling literary

world for the reader. The initial encounter with the Shire begins a

process analogous to that undergone by a person seeking wisdom according

to the classical prescríption. One is rooted in the prinary experiences

of this world, but then through a process of disaffirnation and re-

appropriation, one comes to a cunulative understanding of the ttreal,tr

of truth that sustains the whole. The reader and the Hobbits are led

through this process to stand at the brink of wisdon. At the same tiue,

the development of the reality of Middle-earth according to this strat-

egy serves the authorrs own primary agenda, by creating such a remark-

abl-e context for his eucastrophe and its rreffects.rt

Once the safe and familiar worl-dvíew of the Shire is establ-ished,

it is ruptured through stcry, through the telling of the Tal-e of the

Rings of Power. Gandalf narrates this history, this ancient memory of

the forging of these Rings in the First Age, and the process whereby it
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came into Frodo t s possession. In this tale, Frodo learns that the

world beyond. the Shire is vaster than he could imagine, and more

ancient, nore ancient than the ol-dest menories of the Hobbits. The

chief characteristic of this wider world" is conflict--unending con-

flict between various po!/ers struggling for the domination of Middl-e-

earth" Sone critics, such as Katherine Crabbe, have noted that the

por¡rer struggle in Middl-e-earth is not a case of simple dualisn. She

argues for a moral pluralism in Middle-earth, where hierarchies of

good.s, ranging from the earthly to the divinerl .t" opposed to a

hierarchy of evils rangi-ng from the hunan to the daemonic" This moral

universe is nade more compl-ex with the theme that the seeds of evil-

reside in every good. As Crabbe puts it

That such a d.anger exists (and its presence is equally clear
in the lives and fates of Denethor, Wormtongue, and Sarunan,
al-I once good men who fell- away from the good and became

servants of Sauron) suggests that Tolkien is working with a

notion of man as creature rrstrong enough to stand, but free to
fal-l . tt 3

Certainly, the development of Frodors character exemplifies this thene.

But Crabbers assessment of the moral universe that is Middle-eartht

while correct, i-s remarkably undialectic, and so incomplete. She fails

to take into account the polar conpanion to this theme, that, as Elrond

puts it, rtnothing is evil in the beginning. Even Sauron was not sorr

(lr 35t). As the wise understand it, evil is a state one chooses to

enter into. This thene energes in Gandal-frs tafe, where he speaks of

ancient Eregion where rrmany El-ven-rings Ïiere naderrr incl-ud.ing the Great

Rings of Power (1, 16). The gne Ring, the Ruling Ring, was made by

Sauron himsel-f " Qbviously Sauron himsel-f is a fall-en E1f-lord, whose

descent j-nto evil is commensurate with his former wisdon, power and

goodness.
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The implication of Sauronrs fal1 for Frodo, who will assume

the burden of the Ruling Ring, escapes hin at this time. The import

of this story is no nore than to reveal- the Shire as a tiny insignifi-

cant island in the ocean of Middl-e-earthts affairs. But if he does

not fully perceive hi-s own fate in the story of Sauronts fal-l, he does

acquire some comprehension of what is expected of hin:

I shoul-d like to save the Shire, if I coul-d--though there have
been times when I thought the inhabitants too dull and stupid
for words, and have felt that an earthquake or an invasion of
dragons míght be good for then. I donrt feel like that now.
I feel- that as }ong as the Shire lies behind, safe and comfortablet
I shal-l- find wand.ering bearable: I shall- know that somewhere
there is a firm foothold., even if ny feet cannot go there again.
(r, 96)

Here Frodo perceives both the strength and the weakness of the Shire

imagination. It is deficient in that it cannot entertain the reality

of the wide world beyond, confining its attention to the affairs of

the Shire. And so, the Shire folk are stupidr lacking in the wisdom

required by their true situation. Yet the same exclusivity grants

them a closeness with their 1and, a confident and inti-nate knowledge of

it that serves as a firm foothold for themr a source of strength and

a reason to endure. Although the fate of the Shire at the hands of

Sarunan and his gang denonstrate that not even the Shíre is safe and

comfortable, this does not inval-idate the ernotionaf and psychic suste-

nance that Frodo and his companions derive from their or¡rn. If anything,

the l-ater events conplete the suggestion that the good found in the

Shire takes its power from some source beyond, which may be rekindl-ed

Ín the aftermath of suffering and conflict"

The dominant thene in the TaIe of the Rings is that of the dread-

ful power of the Ring-lord, and the ensuing conflicts. The Hobbits soon
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di-scover, again via story, the antithesis of Sauron and his por*er when

they hear the Elvest hynn to Elbereth. Just as a Bl-ack Rider is about

to discover the Hobbitsrrrclear voices rose and fell in the starlit airrr

(I, 116), the voices of Gíldorrs Elves. The song, dedicated to Elbereth

--trsnow hihitertt rrQueen beyond the l,riestern Seasrr--reveres her and laments

their separation frorn her:

0 Elbereth! Gilthoniel!
Ïie still remenber, we who dwell

In this far land beneath the treest
Thy starlight on the l¡Iestern Seas.

ir, nz)

Three times the hynn evokes the great d.istance that separates Elbereth

and these, her kin. It speaks of her|tsowing stars in the Sunless Yearsrrr

indicating that she has creative powers beyond the scope of Middl-e-earth,

and that there ïras a tine of darkness rel-ieved by her efforts. The adu-

l-ati-on given her by the El-ves and her creative capacity beyond Midi-le-

earth suggest she is a power on the side of the good. that transcends

Middle-earth. The nostalgia of the E1ves, and their memory of her star-

light outside Middle-earth suggest that they are of her kind, if not her

stature. She is closely associ-ated with light--tt6 light to us that

wander hererrrand they are described as beings who glinner and shinmer,

lralthough they bore no lightsrrr presumably partaking of her primary

light. The encounter with these Elves and their hymn introduces the

Hobbits to a new dinension in their now expanding worldvi-ew, the exist-

ence of por^rers beyond Midd1e-earth, powers of light, ancient and beyond

their grasp or irnderstanding. They are now aware, fron this encounter,

of the source fron which all that is good and directed. toward healing,

nurturing and preserving, emanates "
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The deficiency of their original worldview is made plain to

then by Gil-dor, when he speaks to Frodo of the imnense d.anger they are

in. Frodo exelaims:

rI knew that danger 1ay ahead, of course; but I did not expect
to neet it in our own Shire. Cantt a Hobbit walk from the Ìrlater
to the River in peace?r

tBut it is not your own Shire,r said Gildor. tOthers dwelt
here before Hobbits ï,rere; and others will dwel-I here again when
Hobbits are no more. The wide world is all about you: you can
fence yourselves in, but you cannot forever fence it out.r
(t, z3)

Gildorrs statenent challenges the heart of the Hobbitsr strength and

courage by telling them that their ovrn is not theirs at al-l, except

in a nost fleeting way. They are beset by the r¡ide world that is

forcing its way into their previously comfortable ignorance. Yet the

Elves have given them a hint of what a nore abiding and pernanent

source of strength might be, in their hynn. Gildor disaffirns their

worldview, but serves them by preparing then to take on a world they

cannot continue to live apart from.

The introduction of the complex porrers that constitute rrïrorldrr

Middle*earth via story is consonant with Tolkienrs view that story

can serve as a conduit or revelatory mediun for the realíty that un-

derlies uncrítical perception. Although the nature of the underlying

reality of Middle-earth is only briefly alluded to in these first

instances, the all-usions prepare the Hobbits for their actual encoun-

ter with the wide world. They are at least arÂrare of the po$¡ers, seen

and unseen, benevolent and. eviI, that are at work in Middle-earth,

if they are not yet equipped to cope with them.

The Hobbitsr worfdview expands before they ever leave the Shire,

and they grasp the deficiency of their original perspective. Yet that
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perspective i-s not abrogated" Rather', their gaze refocusses, their

peripheral vision increases. Their progress suggests, in a way analogous

to the Platonic mod.el, that the good. and the true, the concept of order,

is met first in oners own, in the imnediacy of experience" The error

lies ín taking the good. of a particul-ar situation as the limit of the

good, and not grasping tLia.t it participates in a greater good. The

Hobbits are surprised by the idea that their own l-and is not theirs at

all, and so they must reassess their sitz im leben. They can retain

their original appreciation of the Shire and their relationship with it,

but only if they put it into a larger context. lrlhat is disaffirned in

the early pa.r.t cf the strategy is not the good that can be known through

the Shire, but rather the posture with which it was regarded. Their own

may still offer the Hobbits strength and courage, but they can no longer

regard it as the linit of the good and the true.

As the quest continues beyond the Shirets borders, the Hobbits

and their conpanicn read.er noüi Ferceive the wide worl-d that encompasses

their affection for their own turf, and yet extends far beyond such

parochialisn to include the notions of mighty por¡Iers, earthly and trans-

cendent" These are the paraneters of the wide world that they have en-

coun.tered in story, and as they journey their lcnowledge of these things

assumes substance and deeperrs through direct encounter"4

As they encounter Bonbadil, the Hobbitsr und.erstanding of the

non-human order and of the very land itself, which they previously took

for granted as adequate, is brought into question in a new and aruesting

Ì,iay. They experience the abji.ity of the trees in the 01d Forest to move

themselves from place to place, culninating in the attempt of the 01d"

l¡Iil-tow to swalfow and digest Merry and Pippin (Ir L66) " After they are
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reseued by Bombadil, they hear his strange stories about the wonderf,ul

and sometimes cruel and cunning things that live in the Forest. rrAs

they listened, they began to understand the l-ives of the Forest, apart

fron themselves, indeed to feel themsel-ves as strangers where all other

things are at honelt (I, 182). The Hobbits are unconfortably aware that

thettgood earthttoutsid.e the Shire is not unequivocally good Ín itself,

and that sometines it is not good at all. The non-human order is sub-

ject to the sane powers that order and disorder the rest of Middle-

earth. This becomes plain in their encounter wíth the Barrow-wi-ghts,

where they are spellbound by the ancj-ent evil that perneates the o1d

Barrows. This great Forest lies on the Shirers border, separated

only by a thick hedge the Hobbits built torrfence the world out.rr The

close proximity of the two suggests that they are connected despite the

efforts of the Shire people to dissocíate them" The tendency of the

Forest to nanifest cruel and unfriendly ways as well- as friendly and

beneficial rlays in agency antícipates the fate of the peaceful, fruit-

ful- Shire in result, its spoiling and uprooting toward the end of the

narrative. This moral- ambiguity as it appears in the very earth re-

cal-ls the thene that the potential for evil- resides in every good,

even in one as apparently innocuous as the chthonic order. ft also

suggests, tentatively, that the rrvery earthrr is not a nere rrobjectrrr

but an imaginative, dialectical construct---a rrphenomenonrr in short,

determined by the particular imagination that perceives it.

During their strange visit with Bombadil, the Hobbits experi-ence

the power of the word. The continuous rhyning that escapes Tomrs lips

sounds at first nonsensical and irrelevant, but events prove it to be

otherwise. Tom threatens to sing Old. Man l{ill-owts roots off (I, 169) ,

with the result that the willow releases Merry and Pippin" hlhen Tom
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sings

Hey! Come derry do1! Hop along ny hearties!
Hobbits! Ponies all! hie are fond of parties!

the ponies follow of their own accord, to the surprise of the Hobbits

(I, 171). Tonrs verse is h:is preferred way of expressing and effecting

his will. He employs poetry in its literal sense as making, using words

in their capacity as spells, formulas of power over living creatures.

This verbal power of Bombadil subtly suggests what Tol-kien himself is

trying to achieve through his words, to trmake inmediately effective by

the will- the visions of ,¡¿n¡*sr'."5 ï/ith Bombadil, Tolkien is i-nsinu-

ating into the readerrs mental landscape the power of the word to effect

results. Bombadilrs words are an extreme case of this, conrnanding the

actions of the creatures that fall under his dispensation in the Forest.

So great is his ability to nake effective through the wil-l- his vision

or perception that the Ruling ring has no pouier over him (f, fAiu).

The episode in the Ol-d Forest is the complenent to the initial

episode in the Shire. Like that of the Hobbits, Bombadilts concern is

largely restricted to the affairs within his own territory. Yet unlike

the Hobbits, he is aware of the true parameters of Middle-earth. He

remembers the Kings of Numenor, the comi-ng of the Hobbits, and the stars

and the dark rrwhen it was fearl-ess--before the Dark Lord. came from

outsidert (I, 182). He is First, Eldest, and Fatherless in Middl-e-earth"

His ancient menories all-ow a scope to his perspective that sees beyond

the local and the tenporal" He chooses to narrow his focus out of know-

1edge, unlike the Hobbits who do so from ignorance" The relationship

of the Hobbits with their land. appears extremely limited. when compared

to that of Bombadil. Their stay with him brings about for them a com-

prehension of the depth and variety in the chthonic order. It also
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reinforces the implications of the Elvesrhynn, that the goodness we

love in our olJn is rooted in something nuch greater than our own.

Tomrs stories about the queer lives in the Forest suggest thatthe earth

is not wholly good, evi1, or even innocuous" Rather, the presence of

the good in that ord.er Ís a sign of sonething that transcends that order.

hlhen the Hobbits leave the Forest, their worldview has been

radically broadened in scope through story and experience. Ïlhen r*e

revi-ew the pattern of traffic between the presentation of story and

narrative event up to this point, it appears that a story that represents

some particular aspect of world precedes the direct encounter with that

thing in narrative events by the Hobbits" The Hobbits, with the reader,

begin the adventure with the circumscribed and provincial perspective

characteristic of the Shire. This narro\^r view i-s disturbed by Gandalf ts

Tale of the Rings, where they are introduced to the powers and prin-

cipalities of Middle-earth, and. particularly the d.aenonic power of

Sauron. l¡Iithin a short time, the Hobbits are being pursued by Sauronrs

messenger of evil, the Black Rider. They are saved from the Black

Rider when they hear the Elvesr hymn, a hymn to the antithesis of Sauron

--Elbereth of the stars. They then encounter the representatives of

Elbereth in Middle-earth, in Gildorrs wandering company.

hlhen we consid.er the content of the various stori-es heard up

to this point, an interesting relationship energes. Gandalfrs Tale of

the Rings and the Elvesrhymn are bothtthistorical.rr They preserve what

the wise have deened to be significant in the menories of the Middle-

earthians. The ditties of the Hobbits, on the other hand, do not

remenber portentous events or heroic deeds but sinply celebrate the

immediate and homely. They are a people who, in their cultivated
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isolation, have lost their memory of where they cane from and why.

Bombadil- also remembers Middle-earth, and knows his place in its ancient

continuum. Therefore, the process of seekíng wisdon, of acquiring a

perspective, a worldview that is appropriate for the end. of the Third

Age, is at the sane time for the Hobbits a process of recovering their

menory. In the process of hearing stories throughout their journey, the

expansion of worl-dview accompanies this recovery of their memory as

Middl-e-earthians .

The recovery of menory begins for them in an arresting way: they

learn of the existence of powers including the great evil- of Sauron

while sitting confortably in the heart of the Shire. This, followed by

their pursuit by the Bl-ack Rider whil-e only a few miles from Hobbiton

signals the bitter fate that awaits the Shire people, and incarnates the

motif of the potential for evil- residing in every good since some

of the Hobbits become agents in their ohrn oppression and tragedy.

Structurally, this notif finds its grand opposite at Mount Doom, where

in the heart of Sauronrs realm a most spectacular eucatastrophic rrturnrr

is facilitated by the wretched and unlikely Gollum. The former motif,

where the good turns to darkness, suggests a perversion or failure of

the will on the part of the free creatures. The latter motif, where the

dark and hopeless situation is unexpectedly redeemed, suggests provi-

dential Íntervention or grace. The Hobbits find. thenselves involved. in

events that echo and manifest the accumulated wisdom of the Midd1e-

earthian memory as it is expressed in its mythos " In thís interplay be-

tween story and experience, Tolkien suggests, vitally and econonically,

the function of a living mythoJ-ogy: to centre and effect a sense of

accord between the received account of world and the quotidian experience
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of it.

As the Hobbits and the reader continue to meet the stories

of Middle-earth, the pattern conplicates" The stories of the Middle-

earthians move between three centres of perception or imagination.

The first of these is the perception of the imnediater onets own in

its prinary sense. As we have seen, some of the implications of this

centre of perception are expanded and developed in the Hobbitst encoun-

ter with Bonbadil. In their encounter with the Ents this imaginative

centre flowers. The Hobbitst understanding of the non-hunan order,

which they first met in their own trgood earthrr is chal-lenged and. trans-

forned by Bourbadil. He shows then, as an observer of that orderr that

the chthonic order pulsates to its own rhythns of good and i11. In

the Ents, the Hobbits encounter the chthonic nade self-conscious and

articulate. At his first encounter with Treebeard, Pippin perceives

in the Entsr eyes

an enormous wefl behind them, filled up with the ages of nemory
and 1ong, slow, steady thinking; but their surface was the spark-
ling with the present: lÍke the sun shimmering on the outer
leaves of a vast tree . it felt as if sonething that grew in
the ground--asleepr Xou night say, or just feeling ítself as
sonething between root-tip and leaf-tip, between earth and sky
had suddenly waked, and was considering you with the sane slow
care that it had given to its own affairs inside for years.
(fi, 66-67)

Pippin grasps intuitively that this earth-born creature is both rooted

in the chthonic world and yet in possession of a steady, conservative,

and. ancien', consciousness" The Ents, trold as mountainstt (II , 84) ,

with their tree-like limbs and bark for skin are free and responsiblet

able to choose their acti-ons " Their wisdom is the accumulated wisdom

of the ages, born in memories that reach back to the beginnings of
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Middl-e-earth" Hear Treebeard renember

Tn the willow-meads of Tasarinan I wal-ked in the Spring.
Ah! the sight and snell of the Spring in Nantasarion!
And I said. that was good"
/c * * -F lf ìÉ )É X * rT ìÉ * -X -F X ìt tÊ * vrlc:Y X ¡"t X X * lc ì(

And I wal-k in Ambarona, in Taurenornar in Aldalome,
In my own land., in the country of Fangornt
hlhere the roots are long,
And the years lie thicker than the leaves
In Tauremornalome.

(rr, 9r)

Treebeard knows about roots: moreover, he knows that he knows about

roots" He is the antithesis of the i-dea of rrpassive naturerr existing

solely for the need.s and d.esires of lrhigherrr life forms. Treebeard is

conscious of his existence as an eathborn creature, and of his place

in the wider world, which he chooses to aid in the war against Sauron.

But the freedon and consciousness of the Ents does not guarantee that

they choose the good" The Huorns, Ents that have become like trees,

but queerer and wilder, never shook off the great Darkness that the

Enemy covered Middle-earth with in the First Age" They chose to nurse

their dark imagination through the ages. Yet the Huorns are still able

to choose, and fron their shadows they energe to aid Treebeard and the

others in capturing Isengard for the Free Peoples (II-, 2L7). The Ents,

formed of the rrbones of the earthrr participate consciously in the same

moral- universe that confronts the human races of Middle-earth. They

suggest the profound relationship between the chthonic order and the

human, while cautioning against the arrogance of the human imagination

that believes it can doninate the non-human.

The second centre of imagination is found in the histories of the

Irrlise, which preserve the ¡nemory of therrlong defeatrrrthe struggles

of the Free Peoples against the Enemies who would enslave then. These
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stories recall both the broad shape of that history--its victories and

defeats--as well as the indivíduals who acted. out the drana. Ïn

Rivendell, at the great council, Elrond recal-l-s the three ages of

struggle, from the forging of the Rings to the fall of Ïsil-dur and

Elendil, and finally to the present and how the Ruling Ring came to

Frodo (f,3fg f.). The recurring theme in Elrondts story is that those

who keep the Rul-ing Ring becone enslaved by its potential for domination

--first Isildur, then Goll-um, and finally Bilbo, who, although he

ultimately gave up the Ring of his own volitíon, came perilously cl-ose

to succumbing to the Ringrs power" This thene recurs in the trpreseîtrf

narrative events, as the Fellowship leaves Lothlorien, and. Boronir is

overcone with desire for the Ring and tries to take it from Frodo.

Frodo is forced to put on the Ring to escape, and so draws the attention

of the Great Eye. As a result, Orcs descend and Boronir is kill-ed

(II, 18). The sane theme is present at Mount Doon, where Frodo abjures

hi-s responsibility to destroy the Ring and cl-ains it as his own" A1-

though the quest is redeened by the unl-ikely Go11um, Frodo is spiritu-

a1ly wounded by his inability to renounce the Ring (lIt, 382). Even

those who are not in direct proximity to the Ring are undone by lust

for the po$¡er it promises. Saruman, bl-inded by his desire to be a

rrporuer,ttis not prepared to defend himsel-f against the conbined forces

of Rohan and Fangorn, and is cast down; and Denethorrs wisdon is eor-

rupted by his pretentious use of the Pal-antir in his efforts to find

the Ring and to know the mind. of Sauron. He takes his own life (IIT'

L57 f.) . Thus the warning implicit in the memory of the l{ise against

coveting the Ring and the po\.rer it confers is unhappily verified in the

fall- of these individuals during the last days of the Third Age. As
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Elrond puts it, rrsuch falls and betrayalsr alas, have happened beforell

(t, 34t) .

The stories of the fi1ong defeatlr do not only serve as cautionary

tales, revealíng the responsibilÍty and danger inplicit in being free

creatures. They also stand as archetypes of hope. For example, at

Ïleathertop Aragorn tel-ls the story of Beren and Tinuviel, a mortal

hero and an E1ven-wonan of the Second Age (I, 258) " In this lay, the

emphasis is placed on the love affair between these two rather than

on the heroic events through which rffate them bore.rf The narration

of the lay is followed. by Aragornrs account of the greater context in

which their affair took place" He tells of the belief of the Elves

that Beren and Tinuviel- met once again rrbeyond the sundering seasrr

after their death. Sam recalls this story nuch later in the narrative

acti-on of the trilogy, as he and Frodo crawl- towards Cirith Ungo1. He

cites Beren as an example of hope to encourage them in their own hope-

less task:

Beren now, he never thought he was going to get the Siluaril
. and yet he did, and that I¡Ias a worse place and a blacker

danger than ours. But thatrs a long tale, of course, and goes
on beyond happiness and j-nto grief and beyond it--and the Sil-naril
went on and cane to Earendil. And why, sir, ï never thought
of that before! ltletve got--sone of the light of it [the Silnari]-l
in that star glass. (II, 408)

This story strengthens San, who identifies hís situation as similar

to that of Beren when he was trapped in Thangorodrim. Beren succeeded

in a rrblackerrr situation which leads Sam to believe that perhaps he

and Frodo can succeed" lrlhat is really remarkable here is that Sam

sees this story not only as a sustaining traditional menory: he

grasps it as hiB memory by perceiving that he is part of the same story.
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I wonder if we shal1 ever be put Ínto songs or tales. lferre
in one, of course; but I nean: put into wordsr lou know, told
by the fireside, or read out of a great big book with red and
black letters, years and years l-ater" And people r,*i11 say:
rrletts hear about Frodo and the Ríng!tt (fI, 40S)

Sam grasps how stories arise out of the insights and. experi-ences

of individuals, like hinself. For the historical mind, all lives--

individually or eollectively--are stories. But San also perceives

that the communal memory chooses those salient features of the nenory

that inforn in the nidst of living. His question becomes rrshall be

become a significant feature of the common memory, the public percep-

tion?rr Later at the coronation feast of Aragorn, Sam receíves the

delightful and appropriate answer to his question as the bard begins

ItThe Tal-e of Nine-fingered Frodo and the Ring of Doomrr (ttI, 286) "

The rnemori.es preserved by the hlise usually involve the d.eeds of

the El-ves, who were often the prine agents for the Free Peoples in the

wars against Morgoth and Sauron. However, the Elves maintain a unique

perception in Middle-eath, one that observes what other Middl-e-earthians

know onÌy vaguely, the Bl-essed Real-m beyond the world. This is the

third centre of irnagination in Middle-earth, first encountered in the

hymn to Elbereth. The hyrnn alludes to powers outside of Middle-earth

that created the stars and from which the Elves themsel-ves have come.

The glory of theserrpowersrrshimmers dinly in the land of Lothlorien,

the ttDream-flower.rr torien, the rfheart of Elvendom on earthrr is where

the ful-ness and essence of the El-vish sensibility is maintained"

Gal-adriel, herself an exi"le from the Blessed Real-m, preserves the un-

blemished splendour of the golden wood with the power of her Ring of

Adamant" The Silvae El-ves she rules lead a bittersweet existence, one
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of nostalgia for their true home, fron which they draw their sustenance"

At the sane tine they hold. Mid.dle-earth and their works there dear to

them, and regret the inevitabl-e passing of bsth. Gal-adriel knows that

if the Ruling Ring is destroyed., her o,ûin power to preserve, nurture, and

heal- in Middl-e-earth will dininish and end. In strange allusive lan-

guage, she nourns her fate, calling upon rrVarda, the kindlerrrf the source

of their hope and longing, whom they also call- Elbereth. She laments

the fadíng of Lorien, and of all the Elvesrworks in Middle-earthr and

her words d.istress the Fellowship (I, /+83, 4Bg). But the Fellowship

has seen Lorien, the perfect incarnation of that goodness from beyond

the stars, and they will preserve it in their nenory, when Lorien is no

more (1, ¿ugo) .

The end of the Third Age is above all apocalypticr a tine of

radical transformation. The tíme of the Elves is ending, and the

Doninion of Men is beginning (III, 308). The El-dar children, the

Elves, will depart for the Ïltternost l{est beyond the sea, or else fade

frinto a rustic foIk, slowly to forget and be forgottenrt (f , /r73) "

However, the Elvish inagination that seeks to nurture, heal, protect and

delight in creation will be appropriated, if only derivatívely, by the

Free Peoples who encountered them before their departure. Through

renembering the children of Elbereth, the rememberers in Middle-earth

can preserve sone awareness of the sustaining polrer of Elberetho the

possibÍIity of goodness that transcends Middl-e-earth.

The rememberers of the Third Age have been given more than just

the possibility of transcendent goodness, however. The end of the

Third Age experienced two events where such goodness revealed i.tself.

The first incident is the resurrection of Gandal-f after his fal-l into
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the abyss with the Balrog" The Fellowship are certain of his death and

mourn him d.eeply. Then he suddenly reappears in Fangorn Forest before

Aragron, Legolas and Gimli. In recounting the story of his struggle

with the Balrog, Gandalf smote his eneny and frthen darkness took me, and

T strayed out of thought and tine, and I wandered on roads that I will

not tell. Naked I was sent back*-for a brj-ef time, until my task was

donert (IT, L35). When he first meets hi.s conpanion and they cry out

hj"s name, he says, rrGandalfrfi . as if recalling from mernory a long

d.isused word.. rrYes, that was the nane. I was Gandal-f .tt (II, I25). He

ís transformed from lrGandalf the Greytr to rrGandalf the White.tr This

episod.e suggests strongly that Gand.al-f was not only saved from apparent

death: it suggests that he ín fact died to the mode of living known

in Middle-earth, but he was rrsent backrr by the transcendent power to

complete his'rtaskrrrwhích is, of course, to ensure the continuation of

a free Middle-earth. He returns, appropriately transforued; rrindeed I

am Sarunan, one might almost say, Saruman as he should have beenrr

(Il, L25)" Against all hope and expectation, Gandalf returns from

death in a new incarnation, revealing the intervention of some gracious

polfer.

The eucatastrophe at Mount Doom is the second and more dramatic

revelation of such poÏ/er. F::odo forsakes his responsibility to destroy

the Ring, and claims it as his own" At the instant the Ring nakes him

invisibl-e, Gollum reappears to literally snap the Ring, finger and all,

off Frodors hand. Golfumrs fall ínto the fissure ensures the destruc-

tion of the Ring, but it has nothing to do with any noral i-ntentions on

his part" He was merely responding to the excruciating bondage he suf-

fered because of the Ring, finally overwhelmed by hís lust for it. At
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the same instant Frodo is succunbing to the sane bondage, the sane

unendurable desire to claim the Ring as his own. The Ring is destroyed

at this mornent when Frodo and Gol-lun become equals in torment" This

destructíon of the Ring, despite the failure of the actors to maintain

their moral integrity, speaks of the revelation of power fron beyond

the worfd.. In Middle-earth it is known as the pol^Ier of Elbereth,

kindler of light in dark places. For Frodo, and for al-l MÍddle-earth,

this kindler, renenbered and met in story, has been manifested at

0rodruin.

As the arnies of the l¡Iest orchestrate themselves for the final

assault on Mordor, Merry and Pippin consider their story-shaped dis-

covery of Middle*earth" Pippin comrnents to Merry that they canrt

rrlive long on the heights,rramong the great and mighty conpany they

find themselves in. Merry replies

I cantt. Not yet at any rate. But at least, Pippin, we can
now see them and honour thern. It ís best to love first what
you are fitted to love, I suppose: you must start somewhere
and have some roots, and the soil of the Shire is deep. Stil-lt
there are things deeper and higher; not a gaffer could tend his
garden in what he calls peace but for them, whether he knows
then or not. I am glad I know then a little" (fff, L79)

In this economical statement, Mery utters the essence of their ex*

perience in the wíde world. He recognizes, echoing the cÌassics, that

r,re come to know and love first in our own; but then we must see how it

participates in the greater whole, in the higher and deeper things

that appear as the world unfold.s before us" In this manner, Tolkients

trilogy l-eads forth the world as it is imagined in Middle-earth.

This world is led forth through the stories that shape experi*

ence, and the experiences that become the stories. It is here, in the

exquisite dialogue between story and experience, that the truth offered
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in Midd.le-earth can be found" The shape of the world expressed in

their stories rf tells allrt to the Mid.dle-earthians, as their fictionst

in their richness and honesty and integrity, are seen as congruent

with their experience. The heartrs desire, the impulse of the imagina-

tion to render congruency between the world it shapes in experience

and the fictions that in turn shape i-t, is obtained in Middfe-earth.

The very name rtMidd.l-e-earthrr is a sign of that process. It speaks of

the place of the creatures there--the middle-ground--sonewhere between

blessedness and the fall, and shaped by both"
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To seduce is to lead one away from an existing allegiance" In

its subordinate sense, to seduce is also to persuade through charm. As

an agent of seduction, The Lord of the Rings charns the reader away from

the sinplistic, uncritical and positivistíc imagination that constitutes

the publÍc truth of modernity to a poetic faith in the imagination of

Middle-earth, an imagination that is dialogical- and integral as the

popular imagination of modernity is not.

The matrix of the Middle-earthian imagination proceeds from the

experiences and perceptions of the Hobbits, beginning with the nascent

dialogue that exists at the outset of the narrative between the account

of world given in their stories and their naive experience of their olln.

The Ínadequacy of this imagination is revealed as the greater world of

Middle-earth reveals itself through the unfolding dialogue between the

account of world given in their stories and their more mundane experi-

ence of the phenonena" The disclosure of the greater whole to the Hob-

bits does not, ultimately, deny their l-ove of thei-r own. Instead it

strengthens it and enriches it by placing their own in its proper con-

text. They cone to know it as a part of the whole, a whole that embraces

the Shire, Middle-earth, the transcendent Blessed Realm and beyond.

The whol-e that the Hobbits discover is constituted by the dia-

logical relationship between the stories and the daily phenomena as they

shape and are shaped by each other. The vitality of this dialogue is

evident as \4ie witness the Hobbits themsel-ves becoming the latest ehapter

in the story of Middl-e-earth, which will in turn shape and enrich the
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new age, and perhaps offer hope to those who come after, as they face

their particular darkness "

In its ongoing process, the Middle-earthian imagination attempts

to ad.dress the whole. Tt is a historical imagination that conceives of

a beginning to time, and an approprÍate end for each age. It tries to

account for a world in whieh the tenporally conceived inevitably passes

arday, and yet the desire to conserve the good, as it emerges in history,

persists " In the memory, a recurrj-ng pattern of conflict between the

powers of good and evil emerges in each age, and yet each age is not

nerely a repetition of the former, since each age is constituted by its

unique actors and. events that enrich it by their variety and particular-

ity. For the historical- iroagination of Middle-earth, it is necessary

to perceive the pattern of like events from age to age, but as Tolkien

remarks, they are only rrlike events, never from worldrs beginning to

end the same events .rr

This historical imagination remembers the apparent paradox of

the immortal Elves suffering exile in history. The presence of the

Elves and their unique menory perurits the recognition of the transcendent

when it enters Middle-earthian history. This inagination testifies to

the demonic potential- that lies within the good, as well as the possi-

bility of redemption for the fallen. It holds the joy of the particul-ar

and local, as well as the grandeur and folly of the ages" ït knows the

secret consciousness of the chthonic and the arrogance of those who

would try to dominate it. As the Hobbits urake this rich imagination

their own, they are centred within their world" They perceive their

age within the greater context of Middle-earthian history; they know

the place of the Shire in relation to the wider world; and they glimpse
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the greater whole that enbraces all" Above all they learn of their

relatíonship to the greater comnunity of Middl-e-earthr a fellowshíp

that they could not imagine, in their naivete and provincialism, pri-or

to leaving the Shire, and one which they could not inagine living with-

out when they return, as Merryrs connent to Pippin reveals. I¡Iithin

this eonnr,mity, a shared imagínation is recovered and" reeonstructed

at the end of the Third Age, one j-n whichrlgood,tr trevilrrrand tt¡usti-cerr

have a currency for all- its nenbers.

For the critical nodern reader, the charn of Middle-earth lies

prineipally in this shared inagination. hie hear there a voice that

attempts to rrtell- allrtr through its dial-ogícal process, while intina-

ting that it can neverrrtell- al1ttd"efinitively precisely because it

is a process. In this, it respects one of the critical assumptions

of modernity. 0n the other hand, this imagination affirms the presence

of the good and of the unspeakable wholeness in a sinple manner that

is not possible for our modernity. In this, it keeps alive the hope

and the possÍbility of such an affirmation for us, even if it does

not specifically show us the way.

The reader who enters into this imagination shares in its com-

munity. She shares it not only with all of those wonderful and fan-

tastic inhabitants of Middle-earth, but with the artist and other

readers. As the new age dawns in Middle-earth, Frodo composes the

Iatest episode in the Middle-earthian story in his |tRed Book of ldest-

march.rr As our lftranslatortr tel-ls us in the Prologue, this rrworkrr

is the source naterial for the trilogy, which in turn has entered our

world of story. As Frodo turns to depart for the Utternost lriest, he

tells San
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you vrill read things out of the Red Book and keep al-ive the
memory of the age that is gone, so that people will remember
the Great Danger and so l-ove their beloved land all the more.
And that will keep you as busy and as happy as anyone can be,
as long as your part of the story goes on" (III 

' 383)

The rtstoryrr has fa}len to us and our age, the age of the Dominion of

Men. lüe are heirs to this story, to thís imagination, since we enter

into its dialogi"cal process by virtue of reading the trilogy" Tolkien

says that in encountering literary inages, rteach hearer will give to

them a peculiar personal embod.i-ment.tr The imagination that shapes and

then pereeives the phenomena is similarly engaged in re-presentíng and

perceiving the ttsecondaryrr phenomena suggested" by the literary artíst.

The imaginative po\"rer is a human power, and yet each individual inparts

her own subtle shades, derived from her particular experi-ence, to her

imaginatíve process and that which issues forth fron it" Each reader

makes a text lrher ov¡nrt as she re-presents it in her own deeply hunan

yet subtly individual way. In this, the reader is drawn into a recipro-

cal and dialogical process by all texts; in The Lord of the Rings this

process beckons with exceptional urgency as it displays thls process

occurring with the narrative even as it invites the reader to join in"

As rrheirstt to this story, as readers who have made it our own,

we receive the Mid.dle-earthian nenory and the Ímagination that shapes

it. As we appropriate this imaginati-on, it becomes part of our imagina-

tive process, so that the reciprocity is carried" forth into the primary

world. This is another example of the profound integrity of this text,

a text that is ul-timately and fittingly cornic. The Lord of the Rings

reveals a consciousness of tensions and. conflicts that are not and can-

not be resolved finally. It cones to rest at that place where we briefly

glimpse such unities that emerge fron the unending process--weddings 
'
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eoronations, homecomings and healings. This eomic version seeks to

tie up all the loose ends, both within the narrative and outside of

it, even as it knows such uniti-es are brief and precious" In Tþe

Lord of tþg Ringq, not only are the plot elenents resolved through

comic unity: the text itself succeeds through a confluenee of Classi-

cal- li-terary strategy and a story-shaped worldvieïI resonant of the

biblical imagination--the sane confluence that shaped our present

r¿estern ways of seeing" Beyond the confines of the text, the trilogy

brings the critical- read.erts inagination ínto a reciprocal dialogue

with the irnagination displayed. therein. The reader who meets this

text shapes and is to some degree shaped by the imagination of the

text, and she appropriates something of this imagination, ruhieh in turn

is earried into our ordinary primary wor1d". In this imaginative

dialogue, in the very process, a kind of unity is gíven to all those

who have entered The Lord of the Rinss-*the unity of a shared imagina-

tíon, an imagination that can hold the world without debasing or con-

fining it. In Coleridge, it is the office of the Ímagination to shape

all into ttone graceful and intelligent whofe.'r In thís d"ía1ogica1

mythopoeic work, one can seek such a who1e, the heartrs desire.



NOTES

CHAPTER ONE

1* þy ttpositivÍsmrrrï nean positivism as it has pervaded the
modern popular perspective rather than the formal philosophj-cal move-
nent of the early twentíeth century, Logieal PosÍtivism" Popular posi-
tivism is unconscious, uncritical, and. unhistorical. It assumes that
reality can be split into two categories, rrsubjectrr and lrobject.rr ït
assumes that reality is eonstituted by rrfacts.rf trFaetsrtt in turn, are
those things which can be verified. Those thíngs that cannot be veri-
fied are meaningless. They may be entertaining, but they cannot tel1
us anythÍng about reality. Popular positivisn, like its predecessor,
lays a great deal of enphasis upon empirical verification. However,
it also accepts logical verÍfication of rrfacts,It when thÍs is expedi-
ent and serves to confirn long held assumpti-ons. This is íronic when
it is recalled that positivism was originally an effort to move away
fron pure logical and metaphysical speculation as method.s for describ-
ing reality. The aninating force in popular positivism is a desire
for a method of establishing objective truth. As an antidote to polit-
ical and religious propaganda, this is understandable and perhaps
desirable. However, the historical sense has taught the critical think-
er that the dichotomy betweenrrsubjectrf andrrobjeetrris no longer a
rltrue fictionrrrand that'rfactsrrare never objective, but rather are
always subject to interpretation, which is itself subject to the assump-
tions of a given age" Unfortunately, in popular positivisn the original-
impulse that generated it has been forgotten, and it now assumes the
existence of an absolute criterion for objecti-ve truth, never consider-
ing the ambiguous, historically and culturally conditioned aspects of
how we view things.

2 Su" George Grant, Time as History (Torontot Canadian Broad-
casting Corporation, 1969)

Amos Niven hlilder, The New Voiee (New York: Herder and Herder,
L969), p.48 f. Vüilder discusses the modern urgency for a voice that
eantrtell the whole storyrttthrough the plays of Samuel Beckett, for
one, and contrasts this rnodern need with what was given in the realisn
and humanism of the biblical story.

4 Joseph Campbell, The Masks of God: Creative Mythology
Middlesex, England: Penguin Books, c: f96g), p. 10.

3

5 George P. Grant, Time As History , 9" 29.

6 ïbid", p. 55"

7 tti" is a reference to Nietzschers characterization of his
enterprise, trphilosophizing with a hammer.lr fn his study of Nietzschers
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thought, Martin Heidegger commented on the interpretation of this
phrase:

Tt means to hammer out a content and an essence. " Above
al-l it means to tap all things with a hanrner to hear whether
or not they yield that fauríliar hollow sound., to ask whether
there is still solidity and weight in things. (Martin Heidegger,
Nietzsche: Vol. I: The I¡Iil1 to Power as Art , translated by
David Farrell Kretl ISan Francisco: Harper and Row, 19791, p. 66) "

gnce we know our horizons to be such, and yet have not abandoned the
hope that they may approach truth, this is what the courageous under-
take: to examine our ttidofsrt in order to reveal whether their sig-
nificanee transcends what our rrtortured instincts will be createtr (op.
cit. n. 4). Yet this is an enterprise that is too painful and whieh
perhaps requires too much courage for some, who, rather than risk the
discovery that al-l the idols are hollow, choose to live ín d.espair
with what the historical perspective has revealed., saying, "if I cannot
be certain of truth, I wil-l have none.rr

8s
Sons Ltd",

9

(London:

T. Coleridge,
L975) , p, 167 "

Alan Richardson, êd.,
SCM Press , L979), P.

Bioeraphia Literaria (London: J. M. Dent &

A Theolosical hiord Book of the Bible
l.44rtrMind, Heart.rr

A. N. Wilder, The New Voice , P" 65"10

1aL)a
ù

Idolatry (

PP'36-/+5;

11 Northrop Frye,
1982) , p" 34"

L2

The Great Code (Toronto: Aeadenic Press,

Coleridge, Biographia Li-teraria, p. L67,

ee Owen Barfield, Savi the A ances: A 1n
New York: Harc ace Vüorl-d Inc., n.d. , espee

and l,tlhat Col-eridge Thought (Midd1etown, Connecticut:
Irriesleyan University Press , L97I), where Barfield di-scusses the notion
in Coleridge that the act of imagination and its product is at one
(p. ?6) .

I/+ J. R. R. Tolkien' The Lord. of the !íngs, 3 vo\. (New York:
Ballantine Books, 1965),
The Two Towers; voI. J:

vol. I: The Fellowship of the Ring; vol. 2:
The Return of the King. All subsequent

parenthetical references to the trilogy will refer to this edition"

L5 Joseph Campbell, The Hero l¡iith a Thousand Faces (New York:
Pantheon Books , L9/n9). Carnpbell demonstrates that all mythological
hero ad.ventures conform to a pattern he calls the Mononyth, one which
universally follows in three stagess separation, initiation, and
return.

I l-\*" Tolkien,
Ballantine Books,

tr0n Fairy Storiesrr
L966) "

in The Tolkien Reader (Nel+ York:
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I7 .-I prefer to describe Tolkienrs method of presenting Middle-
earth as a rrleading forthrr of that which he had for so long laboured to
give birth to. The work is a true production, where the many elements
of Tol-kienrs literary and philologicaf interests are somehow marshalled
through his creative imagination to become a seeondary world, onee
uttered.

18 L"o Strauss, who taught me through his writings to understand.
the subtlety and complexity of the writing of the classics, has conmented
upon the strategic element in the writings of Aristotle, Thucydydes,
and Plato. The strategic elenent cornmon to these wríters is that of
reticence, of writing ttin between the linesrr in order to respect the
rrTruthrr without insulting their public rrtruths.lr This is discussed
further in Chapter Three. l¡ihile Strauss cites Aristotl-ets writings as
those which taught him to read the classícs, my own preference is for
the ironic strategy enp-loyed by P1ato, whose writings are cl-oser to my
li'berary concerns than those of Aristotl-e. For that reason, although
there were certaÍnly other writers of that period who needed to be
strategically reticent, I draw heavily upon the example of thís that we
find" in the Republic.



NOTES

CHAPTER ThIO

I- This quotation by Lewis is given on the book jacket of the
Ballantine edition of the trilogy. No publication data was offered
there. This quotation was chosen, despite the unscholarly context
from which it was taken, because it illustrates the intenslty of those
renarks that hlilson found" so irritating.

3 r¡ia.t p. 3zB.

4 rui¿., p. TO r.

5 t¡i¿ . t p. 332.

6 Brr"tor. Raffel, lrThe Lord of the Rings as Literaturerrin Tolkien
and the Critics , ed. Neil D. fsaacs and Rose A. Zimbardo, Notre Dame,
fndiana: University of Notre Darne Press, 1968) , p. 246.

2 _-- Ednund llilson,
Teeth (New York: Farrar

7 Daniel Hughes ttPi
in Shadows of fmaginatíon,

rr0o Those Awful Orcs !rr in The Bit Between My
Strausn Giroux, L965).

eties and Giant Forms in The Lord of the Rings ll
,

ed. Mark Hillegas (Southern Ïllinois Uni-
versity Press, Iga69) , p. 81. This view is present in the essays of
many of Tolkienrs critics. See Thonas J. Gasque, rtTolkien: The Mon-
sters and the Critterslt; Burton Raffel, rrThe Lord of the Rings as Liter-
aturerr; both in Tolkien and the Critics. See also Ro ger Sale , rrTolkien
and Frodo Bagginsrr in Modern Heroisn: Essayq qn D" H. Lawrence,
I,tlillian Empson, and J" R. R" Tolkien (Berke ley: University of California
Press , L973); Gunñar úiãng, Shadows of Heaven (London: SCM Press, l-97]-).
Clyde S.
tion.

Kilby, rrMeani-ng in The Lord of the Ringsrr in Shadows of fnaqina-

B Tolkien, ?tOn Fai-ry Storiesrtt p. 7L

9 Ibid., p. 68

Ibid. g p. 47.

1f Ibid", p. 56"

L2 Ibid. , p" 73"

13^-- Redaction criticisn, in its specifically biblical applÍcation,
conceives the biblical traditions as the result of a protracted process
of each generation preserving and sometimes recasting anci-ent tribal

10
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stories in the light of new historieal developments and theologieal
eoncerns" ïn a specific time frame, a particul-ar forn of the eommun-
ally held myth will prevail, to be reworked into a rel-evant idiom by
succeeding generations. Ílhile the shape or embodínent of the story may
gradually chnge, it wíll retaj-n vestiges of the original pattern.
Redacti-on criticism conceives the corpus of bíblical- stories as rrtradi-
tions in process.rr

TL^-* For exanple, see Bilbors translation ofrrThe Fall of Gilgaladtt
(Ir 25L); or his recasting of the Lay of of Earendil (I,307 f"). The
young hobbits also rework older naterial when they compose an adventure
song for Frodo based on the model of the old adventure song composed by
Thorin Oakenshield's company and Bil-bo (T, 151).

L5
T o f kien , ttOn Fairy Stories, tt p. 80.

1l
_LO Ibid., p" 22"

L7 ïbid", p. 55.

1B lbid", p" 46"

Lg ïbid., p. L9"

ïbid" ¡ pp, 70-7I.

Ibid.., pp. 56-57.

Ibid., pp. 69-67

Ibid., p. ó8.
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Ibid" , p, 70

lbid. , p. 73"

Ibid.

hl. D. Norwood, rrTol-kients fntention in The Lord of the Ri-nqs'l
ers: Mankato Studies in lish, No. 2

: Mankato State Universi ess, 9 ' P" 18iItTolkien and the Fairy Story, rt in Tolkien and the Critics
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29 S.r.,"l Taylor Colerid.ge, Biographie--Li!çqeq¿g (Lond.on:
J, M. Dent & Sons Ltd", L975) , p. L67.
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Tolkien, rrBeol+ulf : The Monster and the Criticsrtr from
s of the British Acade , Vol. 22 (Lond.on: Amen House,
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CHAPTER THREE

1

Illinois:
ô¿

196/r) , p 
"
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4

Leo Strauss, Persecution and the Art qf hlriting (Glencoe,
The Free Press, 1952), p. 25"

Leo Strauss,
54.

The City and Man (Chicago: Rand McNally & Co.,

ïbid., p. 59.

Ibid., p" B/+

Ibid.

Derived from the discussion given in Soren Kierkegaardrs
of with Constant Reference to Socrates

)

6

The Conce
M" Capel o ian Co ins and Scns, I ' P. B0

trans. Lee
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7 Luo Strauss,
Free Press, 7959) r pp"

l,rlhat is Political Philosophy? (New York: The
39'/+0

B Plators Symposiun in Great Dialogues of Pl-ato , trans.
i¡I" D. H. Rouse ( New York: New American Library, f959) r pp. 10/+-06.

9 Fot example, he quotes Meriad,oc concerning pipeweed in itThe
Herbl-ore of the Shirert (I, 23)i he nakes reference to The Hobbit as the
source for the account of the finding of the Ring in the Prologue (lr 3Z);
and he makes numerous references to the various versions of the ttRed Bookrt
in the ttNotert (t, 3l) "

10 fn parti-cular, one recalls the styles of Max Muller and James
Frazet.
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CHAPTER FOUR

1 Kuthryn F. Crabbe,
Ungar Publishing, 1981), p.

NOTES

J. R. R. Tol-kien (New York; Frederick
83 r,

Ibid., p. 85.

a
Ibid., p. 87.

L ^.* Gi-ven that there are over sixty examples of prose narrative,
poetry and song that could. be considered as rstoryr that is mythic in
si"gnificance, f have chosen to d.eal wíth those stories that establish
the najor moti-fs of the Middl-e-earthian inagination.

Tolkien, rrOn Fairy Storiesrtt p. 22
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